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Sixth president of

te
OF re

by Mike Miller

leaders,

Campus Epiror

and others. With pomp and finality,
the mace was handed to Richmond

a

9

Dr. Rollin Richmond ushered
in during historic ceremony

we

HSU inaugurated

by President Emeritus Alistair W.
McCrone. McCrone presided over

*

or the first time in the 90-year
Piss

of HSU, a presidential

y held last Friday. A colorful mix of
tradition and novelty hélped honor the new president, Dr. Rollin C.
Richmond.
.
The Van Duzer Theatre was filled

said that he “could not be more
pleased” to be a part of the univer-

and

ceremony

the

proceedings

were broadcast live as hundreds of
students, faculty and community
members looked on.
While the Marching Lumberjacks
provided lighthearted fanfare, some
solemn new traditions for HSU
were also initiated. As is done in
universities around the world, Richmond was presented with a mace
and a set of decorative keys.
The mace is an ancient symbol
of authority, found not only in institutions of learning but also in
parliaments and governing bodies.
The keys, plated with silver to symbolize light and gold to symbolize
truth, form a tangible representation of the HSU motto: Phos Aletheia

(Light and Truth).

The president was presented with
the mace after it had been passed
down from a group of community
puotos courresy or HSU Department OF JOURNALISM AND Mass COMMUNICATION

Christina Velasquez, leader of the Marching Lumberjacks, energizes the crowd

in welcoming President Richmond (in background). At right, Emeritus President

Alistair McCrone hands Richmond the mace during the inauguration.

President Richmond: Goals for HSU
Be student centered

Promote diversity of people and perspectives H
Practice social and environmental responsibility

Be a role model for community involvement
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ter-century, from 1974 to 2002.
During his address, Richmond

sity and community. His speech ran

the gamut, addressing the practical
responsibilities of his position and
more abstract goals for his administration.

Among his plans, Richmond said
he wanted to make Humboldt a
“national center for the promotion
and development of social respon-

sibility.”

He stressed the importance of
HSU to the Humboldt region, proclaiming that “HSU must establish
a clear and useful presence in several communities in Northern California, including Indian communities.”
Richmond painted his vision
for the future of HSU with broad
strokes, touching upon many of the
university’s facets and addressin
the global and local importance
each, in terms of both academia and
social responsibility.
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Dr. Charles “B.” Biles has made math easier for many
students over the years, despite its “geeky reputation.”

LumBERJACK STAFF

When Charles Biles came to
HSU more than 30 years ago,
he brought with him a relentless fascination with mathematics and a desire to teach
his knowledge to students.
It has been that commitment that has inspired students and has earned him the
award for the 2002-2003 Outstanding Professor of the Year.
Affectionately known as

Dr. B this students, Biles said

being singled out among his:
many colleagues is an honor.
“This has been a very exciting and very humbling experience,” Biles said. “But one
thing I know for sure, I am
deeply indebted to the people
who have brought me here.
To be an outstanding professor you must have outstanding colleagues and excellent
students.”
Biles arrived at HSU as a
professor in mathematics in
January of 1969 after earning
a doctorate in general mathematics from the University of
New Hampshire in 1968.
Despite arriving at HSU
more than 30 years ago, Biles
said, “I feel like I just stepped
onto campus last week.”
His nomination for Out-

standing Professor began last
fall with a petition containing 80 signatures from his stu-

dents who described him as a
“mathematical inspiration.”

Biles has also garnered the
same kind of respect and ad-

-, “Math has ‘such a geeky

reputation,” Biles said. “What
people don’t realize is that
math is an enjoyable, powerful tool to solve real world
problems.”
To cite an example Biles recalled the early 90s when he
was asked for assistance on
the spotted owl management
plan for the Six Rivers National Forest. A redwood biologist
on the project noticed the collection of scientific data and
language was becoming increasingly mathematical and
asked Biles to translate it all
into more readable data.
The result, Biles said, was a
great collection of mathematical literature to take back to
the classroom for his students.
For Biles, the honor of being
named Outstanding Professor
is not the end of his goals.“The
continued success of my students and the dedicated
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fac-

ulty I work with is my driving
force to do well in my profession,” Biles said.
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miration from his colleagues.
Dr. Dale Oliver, chair of the
department of mathematics
complimented Biles for “his
complete devotion to student '
learning and advancement,
his tireless scholarly efforts to
refine his craft and his generous and unselfish mentoring
of colleagues.”
To be touched with that
honor, Biles said that he tries
to make math fun by having
his students realize that math
can be utilized in many different ways.
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Outstanding professor
honored for teaching
by Hazel Lodevico
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Uncertain budget situation fuels
nervousness over course offerings

Earthrise Circle
Offering classes beginning June 8t

by Cameron Langford

Intuitive Poetry: Tools to enrich expression

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Witchcraft I: Magickal primer

In these tough budget times,
speculation has run rampant
on campus that upperclassmen
may not be able to take the
classes they need to graduate.
However, Vice Presidefit of
Academic Affairs Rick Vrem

Women’s Self Portraiture: an exploration
Kahuna I: Hawaiian mystical wisdoms
$60 for a four-week class
Free Event, June 21:

said the school’s administra-

Summer Solstice Ritual: Moonstone Beach

tors and professors have been
looking at each department's
elective classes (not required
for graduation) and that these
courses would be the first to
be cut.
“Generally. speaking, students have been able to get the
classes they need,” Vrem said.
Vrem said that Academic
Affairs argued to the school’s
administration that HSU needed additional money for the
hiring and retention of part-

For more info contact:
Nova and Lucera 441-3860

earthrisecircle@yahoo.com

ees

TT

time faculty this coming fall,
and $800,000 was allocated for
this purpose.
The $800,000 was taken
from the operating expenses
budget of Administrative Affairs, Vrem said.
Before the money realloca-

Behind, Beside and /n Front

of the Redwood

Curtain

tion, Vrem

said, “We didn’t

have enough classes. And
didn’t have money to hire professors to teach classes for the
fall.
“We've
taken mon“We hqve
e
away
;
‘
paint

many

an

ate

Fite sas

“

story.

amount

le to

money

of

(800,000)

get the

ane Samah,

e

semes-

es, she said.

Rick Vrem

know

ACADEMIC Arraris

what we can

do until the budget comes
through,” he said.
According to the CSU
Budget
Central
Web
site
(www.calstate.edu/
budgetcentral/), “It is far too
early to know what personnel changes may be necessary throughout the system.
We will not have a definitive
answer until we have a final
budget, and the budget won’t
be final for a few months.”
The governor’s proposed
budget won’t be final un_ til late June or July when the
_ state legislature votes on it, so
Vrem said HSU’s administrators
won't
seen
er
the
ull
impact

growth

“I believe

HSU Vice Presivent of that less ad-

ter, but we

4] 4

instruc-

tion and stu-

| Classes they need.

for the spring

won't

for

d.”
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students have been

same
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Generally speaking,
‘

of

the

overhead

and waste, and more teachers
in classrooms will improve
our educational experience
and help more of us graduate,” Gill said.
As for HSU enrollment
numbers, Director of Admissions Scott Hagg said his office has been looking at sta-

tistics and they are projecting
that for the fall semester, continuing students are generally enrolling for fewer credits
than they have in the past.
Although continuing students haven't been enrolling
for as many fall units, there
has been an increase in summer
enrollment
numbers,
Hagg said. At the same time,
Hagg is predicting a record
number of students enrolling ,

and given it IN the number of

summer.

Valgene Phillips, HSU’ interim dean for the Office of

to the is
es.
e’ve
cut operat.

administrators and
Managers the CSU

=
classes
se a

Undergraduate Studies, said

ing expense
money by 50
percent, restricted trav-

employs”

an_inevitable part “of
the solution
to the bud-

Caitlin Gill

‘(ASU Representarive, CALIFORNIA
STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Skee

ee
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until

cuts

mmustrative

percent

unusual for the student and
ain

These priorities have clear-

.

areas

major contract, it wouldn’t be
etse

now pays more than. 900 administrators at least $100,000
a year.

tive

said, “If there’s a class comparable to another on a student's

AR

ers the CSU employs.”
She said the CSU system

be a different

incredible

the number
of periodicals offered in the library,” Vrem said.
While class size may generally increase and some classes
formerly offered every semester will be put on an alternate year schedule, Vrem said
HSU’s first priority is getting
upperclassmen the classes they
need to graduate.
As a former adviser, Vrem

TY

percent growth in the number
of administrators and manag-

administra-

el, and. had
to
feduce

we RRA

adviser to work it out so the
person could graduate on
schedule.”
Despite the fact that classes and part-time instructors
will be minimally impacted
by the budget crisis this fall,
Vrem said next spring could

_—_ this , for the fal] semester, he said.,

While

get
crisis,
HiSU’s Cali-

fornia State
Student Association Representative Caitlin Gill has some
drastically different ideas.
Gill said the priorities of
the CSU administration have
been in the wrong place for
the last 10 years.
“Since 1993/1994, the student population in the CSU
has increased by 16.8 percent, and the number of tenured and tenure-track faculty
has increased by only 2.8 percent,” Gill said. “Whereas we
have seen an incredible 41.4

he’s most concerned

that in-

coming freshmen may not be

able to take the general education classes they need.
Phillips said the data his
staff has compiled estimates
that 90 percent of incoming
freshmen will want seats in
area A (Basic Subjects) of the
general education requirements.

“The campus has been able

to consistently meet this need
in

the

“But

past,”

Phillips

the budget

said.

reductions

are sure to test [HSU’s] ability

to do that this year.”
He said his office would
re-evaluate the situation once

all continuing students have
completed their initial regis-

tration and they have a better
estimate of the number of incoming freshmen.
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Office Supply Stores:

a

We offer friendly service along with

over 27,000 products.

Great prices on all your school supplies.

10% NOK

Wednesday, April 30

—
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On regular-price items with student/teacher I.D.

9:25 p.m. A subject was cited for the possession of less than
one ounce of marijuana, two others were warned of the samé of-

Computer Ribbons & Cartridges
Computer Paper, Diskettes
...

fense.

Binders, Notebooks

Thursday, May 1

Office Furniture
School Supplies
Greeting Cards
Gift Wrap, Stationery, Invitations

It was referred to housing.

2:26 p.m. A vehicle was reported to have been leaking trans-

mission fluid. Officers referred the leak to Environmental Services.

MUCH MORE!

Friday, May 2

1:00 a.m. Officers were called out for a pulled fire alarm on
the Mezzanine Level of the Jolly Giant Commons. The alarm
was false. Items were reported vandalized. Benjamin Matthew
was cited for felony vandalism and fire alarm tampering.

Paper

9:33 a.m. A barricade was reported to have been thrown at
the
the top of the steps near W. Laurel Drive. The officer righted

-

:

Co.
- 833 H Street © Arcata
822-0527 © Fax: 822-0546

2825 F Street ¢ Eureka
443-3158 © Fax: 443-0547

Saturday, May 3

Pierery

ol

Copy & Fax Service

2:54 a.m. Officers were called out to the residence halls when
one roommate complained of another roommate being too loud.

barricade.} |

‘he

BOTH STORES LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED

vy

11:32 a.m. A courtesy phdne was used to call 911 and was followed each time with a hang-up.’ Officers found no one in the

ALL VALUE «| cicuinacialiel

lousby epmueey 1580) GON £002 ©

7:25 p.m. Two subjects were warned for having open containers that had some sort of alcoholic beverage inside of them.

area. Children were reported to be playing in the area.
-Compiled by Matthew Mais
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CCAT comes of age at 25 years

Congratulations
Graduates
Mother's Day Brunch
Sunday, May 11th 9am to 1 pm
Open for Lunch
Monday - Friday 11 to2

Open for Dinner
Seven nights a week 5 to 9

‘at the Totem Pole « 1552 City Center Rd.
McKinleyville - 840-9519

—

*

The Compost Mountain Boys provide a festive soundtrack for the 25th anniversary of
the Campus Center for Appropriate Technology. Partygoers danced in the mud as a light
rain fell on the celebration, while others climbed trees near the CCAT house.
“we're doing something that’s beneficial to society as a whole,” said Eddie Tanner, co-

director and resident at the CCAT house.

Greve! luates'!

:

rooms

available

Campus

graduation weekend!
ae
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by Aaron Ricks
LumBeRJack STAFF

An HSU psychology student’s study gauged HSU’s
response to the stranger in
distress scenario, using a bro-

ken down car scene to lure
helpers.
The experimenting —students, Justin Larsen, Shannon

tM

SY i 7 ureha
mea

NOW
Now

Fara Streets_

HIRING!

accepting applications

for Fall

‘03

Semester.

Interested students may apply at

ES

The HSU Bookstore

HSU

study:

men love helping women in distress

House

Victorian

psychology

HSU

Hernandez, Cali Lynch, Trisha Conroy, and Joey Jones,
rotated between themselves,
who would play the role in a
staged scene on campus with
a car that had its hood up to
seem as though the student
was having car trouble. The
student would lean over the
engine and wait for someone
to stop and help, while observers recorded responses.
“Sitting in one spot for an
hour, staring at the engine,
not making eye contact and
not talking to anyone to avoid
influencing people's _likelihood to stop, might seem tolerable, but after a while it was
unbelievably boring,” said
freshman psychology major

Justin Larsen.

“It was even

worse on days and nights
when it was pouring so bad
that we had to wear raincoats
and the people recording the
experiments had to use umbrellas to keep the paperwork dry. Toward the end it
was a major chore and there
was usually an audible groan
when an experimenter found
out that it was their turn to
stand under the hood.”
It was the group’s hypothesis that women would receive more help than males.
This turned out to be true.
“Our hypothesis that women
would receive more help faster proved to be quite correct.
What I think surprised everyone was the degree to which
this was true,” said Larsen.
After five days of studying mornings, afternoons and
nighttime responses of each
day, 25 males responded to a
female and 13 males responded to another male.

“Later, reviewing the records,” said Larsen, “it was
amusing and startling to see

the huge differences.”
Females

were

less

forth-

coming withi thelr gpbaivill,
but also more consistent, with
an equal seven
oF

both males and ferhales:

f

After an unknowing help;
er is stopped, the experiment- °
ers asked the person questions about why they helped,
without recording the person’s name to maintain ano-

nymity. The males responding to females gave’ reasons

that varied.

“The hood was up,” or
“It looked like the car wasn’t
starting.” Other responses included “Because she didn’t
look like she knew what she
was doing,” and “Because
she’s a girl and girls don’t
know anything about cars.”
Female ‘responses were
less scathing when assisting
males, such as “It was raining

and it looked like he needed

help,” or “ I figured I could
help, I’m the daughter of a
mechanic.”

Though the response data
see Psychology, next page |

The Lumboriack _

Wednesday, May 7, 2003
www.mergemedia.org

Psychology

Pizza ¢ Calzones
Pasta ¢ Salads
seafood « Vegetarian

¢ Continued from previous page

sponse gives insight into the
entire campus. The most popular response was no help at
all. After five days of waiting
day and night, only 53 people
stopped to help.
“It was quite disturbing to
see so many people just: walk
by,” said Larsen. “One always
assumes there will be an offer
to help in such a situation. One
assumes a certain level of humanitarianism is present within all of us, but our experiences with this experiment have
shown otherwise.
“People that did stop were
generally goodhearted individuals, and it was heartening
to meet them.”
Time of day and circumstance also seemed to affect
response and boost or lessen
help. There were 18 responses
during morning, nine responses during the afternoon, and
27 responses during the night.
“Responses picked up significantly when it rain
said Larsen, “especially- at
night, which was very heartening. After our experimentation, we were all rather disappointed with people on the
whole, but the drastic increase
of help in worse situations was
very heartening, and restored

Dine in © Take Out

Catering Services
Voted Best Italian Food

Ristorante Italiano
dt

AL

Arcata

on the North Coast

bocat

.. A Guide To The Best
Restaurants In America

Serving Lunch
Daily!
ia

8th Street ¢ On The Plaza, Arcata ¢ 822-1900
301 F Street ¢ Old Town, Eureka © 445-1912

‘SPORTING GOODS STORE
Gript Shift Twist Shifters

Schwinn

Frontier

Epicenter Seatstays
7”
& Cro-Molly Seat Tube

21-Speed S

/1$199
Price valid 5/6/-5/13/03

0 Drive‘

some faith in humanity.”
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e New print content
e Audio content
e Commenton |
your favorite
Lumberjack article
735 8th S, Arcata 825-7760
212 F St, Eureka 444-2936

SOLUTIONS

‘The Northcoast's LARGEST & FINEST’
selection of Asian painting & calligraphy

supplies & largest selection Asian BOOKS

(ast, poetry, literature, Buddhism, ‘Taoism, Sufi, martial arts, health, language,
fengshui, cooking); Buddhist statues; jew-

HEMP* RECYCLED* ORGANIC |
Largest selection of Hemp,

elty; fresh toas & tea pots; journals; cards; zafu;

Organic Cotton Clothing,

sushi wares; music; Asian clothing &chats; vast
selection handmade papers; lanterns; screens;
antique furniture; beads & charms

Tree-Free & Recycled PapersAnywhere!

After living a decade in Asia, the
owners of All Under Heaven

know the stories & people behind
their carefully selected items.

1063 H STREET e ARCATA

i

822-6972.
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The Lumberjack

CAMPUS

NOW

TTitey:

Now accepting applications
for Fall ‘03 Semester.
Interested students may apply at

Humboldt Glassblowers
815 9th street
On the Plaza, Arcata
822-7420

Open7 days a week

GRAND

OPENING
Paulo Dumliao (left to right), Randy Fernandez, Precious Yamaguchi and Paula Cedillo
dance the Tinikling at the Filipino Fiesta on Friday, May 2 in the South Lounge.

ARTS!

6pm-9pm

Bie

MAY 9th

=

on the Plaza

APASA celebrates ethnic diversity
and cultural heritage of members

Live music by local guitarist, Ruben Diaz

by Patrick Brown

Food, drinks, friends and fun
At the newest hot spot on the plaza!

Club member Nam Nguyen, who ran a.table for Vietnam, said that sharing his
culture has helped him get interested in his heritage.
“At home we don’t really
talk about it (their heritage)
that much,” he said.
To’o ‘said that part of the
purpose of APASA is to show
people just how diverse Asia
and the Pacific Islands are,

LUMBERJACK STAFF,

a

The Asian Pacific American
Student Alliance finished the
year off in a flurry of activi-

Shop for all your Mother’s Day and

graduation gift needs!

ties between April 23 and May
_ 4, culminating what members
feel was a successful! year.

We have the largest

MENU
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-your take-out or dine-in order!

761 8th St.

HUNAN
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the Plaza...
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Fine Chinese Cuisine on

On the Arcata Plaza
_

822-6105
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*does not include gratwity. One coupon per visit please.
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for Isaac To’o, the

president of APASA, means
that they provided a way

HUNAN *¢ CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN ¢ DIM-SUM
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ARCATA FRIDAY

“We all really love
food."
isaac To’o
PRESIDENT, ASIAN PACIFIC
AMERICAN STUDENT ALLIANCE
ner each fall, the Lunar New
Year celébration, .also

known

as Chinese New Year, and the
for Asians to “share their diand how different each culture © Asian Pacific Heritage Cele_ verse heritage and be proud of is. In fact, there are very few bration in the spring.
themselves.”
Members feel that their club
similarities, but he did find
At meetings, members give one thing after presiding over
is different because of the fampresentations to the rest of the the club this year.
ily atmosphere and that a lot
club about their cultural heriof the members hang out to“We all really love food,”
tage.
he said.
gether regularly.
Much like Asia and the
In fact, several members
APASA works closely with
Pacific ‘Islands
themselves, ‘ mentioned the food sharing
the Multicultural Center on
APASA has a diverse memcampus, and helps with activiamong the top reasons they
bership in terms of ethnic
enjoyed the club.
ties. such as the annual Diverbackgrounds. While they are
Throughout the week, food
sity Conference. To’o fully apall Americans, their ancestors was featured prominently in preciates the contribution that
come from the Philippines,
the MCC makes to the ethnic
the annual Asian Pacific HerJapan, Samoa,
itage Celebraclubs on campus.
China,
Viet“Without the MCC there
tion. They also
nam and other
held a film fes- might not be any clubs like
places. .
Latinos. Unidos, BSU (Black
tival, a Flipino
Club actividance demonStudent Union), or APASA,”
ties _ illustrate
a
stration and a he said.
this, such as the
Six members are graduatpanel of stuSpring Festival they did last dents who shared their expeing this year, and APASA will
Sunday. They set up tables for rience living with their ethnic
elect all new leaders for next
their respective ethnic backbackground.
|
year as they look ahead to angrounds, complete with food,
APASA
holds __ events
other year of food, friendship
cultural items and informathroughout the year, includand cultural Oe
tion.
ing the Asian: Purposeful ‘Dineh
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Yoga calms spirit and

restores a healthy body

Internal conflict used to spawn growth
by Chris Owens
LUMBERJACK STAFF

tudents and residents
with stressed out bodies
often yearn for a solution. to the discomforts afforded by life.
Yet, the solution is often
temporary and must be repeated time and time again. This
becomes tedious for both students and community members alike and they end up
quitting the solution before
any desired results have been
met.

However, many students
and residents are becoming
acquainted with yoga, an exercise that stimulates both mind
and body.
“I think the mindfulness
and awareness of yoga is
something that attracts peo-

the age of four, according to
www.bickramyoga.com.
After studying for several years,
Ghosh asked Bikram to start
several yoga schools in India — which was Bikram’s
original place of birth — and
he continued to advance the

schools to other parts of India as well as introducing the
schools to an international au-

dience. Several famous music,
sports and film stars have embraced the ideas of yoga and
implemented them into their
daily routine. Quincy Jones
and Kareem-Abdul

Jabar are

two famous stars who have
taken Bikram yoga and incorporated into their lives.
“Yoga enabled Kareem-Abdul Jabar to prolong his career
ten or twelve years because he
was able to use the techniques
he learned to extend the life of
ple to it,” said Naveena Bird, his muscles and agility,” Bird
owner and instructor at the . said.
Bikram Yoga College of India,
Bird moved to Humboldt
Humboldt County. “Bikram
County in March of 2000 and
yoga has helped me to recog- proceeded to attend classes at
nize that I have the energy and College of the Redwoods beconfidence to do anything I fore coming to Humboldt State-

PURE

WANs

Sri Kaede

cde:

County population.
Bird then went through a
nine-week, five hundred-hour

course to obtain the certification necessary to instruct yoga

in her own studio. She said
that her Eureka studio hous-

es one other teacher currently,
and more will be joining her .
studio in the future.
“I was first introduced to Bikram yoga because I was taking a dance class and I wasn’t
feeling warm enough, so a
friend mentioned it me,” Bird
said. “I ended up going a lot
and really started liking the
way I felt, so I went to training
and a couple of months after I
opened up a yoga studio.”
Although there are several
forms of yoga that are taught
_ throughout the world and numerous yoga clubs, the Bikram
Yoga College of India emphasizes the use of Hatha yoga.
Hatha yoga is primarily
concerned with postures combined with breathing exercises.
PHOTO By Diana PAcHMavER
Its original purpose was to create the physical strength, stam- Students practice yoga at Bikram’s Yoga College of india.

ina and concentration necessary for effective meditation
and to possibly provide a path
to a spiritual life.
“Yoga combines both exertion and rest at the same time,

University. In April of 2001,
Bird started her Eureka-based
studio and has been offering

a.steady diet of yoga courses
and exercises to the Humboldt

eeePA
aoa
Die.enTa)
SE
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;

which is great if you're an athlete or a dancer or just a person who does a‘lot throughout

as well as a supplement
to the

their day,” she said. “Breath-

be something that is not inva-

ing is the thing that I want to
emphasize the most because

- you're able to stay attuned to
your breath and not over exert
yourself,” Bird said.
However, Bird declares that
her teaching philosophy is not
based on forcing someone to
try and get something out of
the yoga that they are not willing or comfortable seeking.
“Everyone is going to get
something different out of it,
and whatever that is, there will
be no judgment passed down,”
she said.
“All of us will have someto work for in there, no
matter what path: the yoga is
chosen for.”
Despite the intentions to
keep clients in a comfortable

os

pxHoTo By Diana PacHmaver

she founded in 2001
s
- Naveena Bird is an owner one instructer at the Eureka yoga studio
aa

6.4
ae

8®@ ede
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‘environment, Bird does advo-

cate the use of yoga as a foun-

daily routine that many people
already adhere to. Yoga should
sive or intrusive, it should be
used to facilitate growth by
using both internal conflict
and body awareness to cre-

ate an environment in which
the body can thrive under any
circumstance without facing
burnout or excess fatigue.
As for some thoughts ‘on
Humboldt County, Bird said
that her experience here has afforded her some extraordinary
ties for growth.
“Living in Humboldt County is a healing

vortex,”

she

said. “Living here has opened
me up to so many things and

I’m glad to have not let the opportunity pass me by.”
The Bikram Yoga College of
India, Humboldt County is located at 516 Fifth Street in Eureka. For more information
call

Naveena Bird at 444-8980.

dation for people to build on,
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Colony Tun
Housing !
Arcata resident suffers a

» Enjoy a room of your own

serious gunshot wound

» Pay as little as $330 per
month including utilities

» Stay close to HSU, the

A 34 year-old man sustained a serious gunshot wound on Sunday on the 2000 block of
Lewis Avenue. The wound appears to be nonlife threatening. He was transferred to UC
Davis Medical Center for treatment. The two
subjects stole marijuana from the victim. Travis James Baker was arrested on Monday in

Plaza and on the bus line

connection to the incident.

» Get free internet access&
use our computer lab .

=

Arcata Police Department
names new lieutenant
822-1909

455 Union Street

Thomas Chapman was promoted to Police
Lieutenant for the Arcata Police Department
on April 22. He has been working for the APD
since 1994 as a police officer. Chapman has
been serving as Police Sergeant since 2000. He
has been a resident of Humboldt County since
1983 and is a graduate of Fortuna High School

and College of the Redwoods. He and his wife
Monica have four children.

A collection of peace-loving teachers, students, artists and bike advocates will gather at
the Arcata Farmer’s Market May 17 and bike to
the monthly critical mass in San Francisco May
30. www.rpjc.net/bike4peace.html.

International migratory bird
day events in wildlife refuge

There will also be environmental activities tak-

ing place between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. The Visitor Center will also be unveiling new exhibits
at 11 p.m.

Scenic big foot walk-about
and run to be held May 10
This family walk and run, which is present

EES

Local mail carriers take part in the annual
food: drive on Saturday, May 10. Humboldt

A FyllService Professional Salon

822-5991 a

|

}

Guided walks will take place at 9 a.m. and 2
p-m. on May 10 at the Humboldt Bay National Wildlife Refuge. Attendees can see bald eagles, screech owls, spotted owls, great horned
owls, Swaison’s hawks and red-tailed hawks.

Letter carrier food drive

oe oe

neers

Bike for peace on May 17

County communities will join some 10,000 oth-

Creek VFW located
on KimTu

er communities across the country in a national
effort to fight hunger. Residents can leave their
nonperishable
food items at the post offices or

will begin at 11 a.m. Call

by their mailboxes. All donations are distributed in the community where they are collected.

Open Monday - Saturday

Roath
629-4

information.

Summer Arts and Mus
Festival warm-up

The 22nd annual Atalanta’s

Walk-ins Welcome

Victory run and walk May 11

In anticipation of the cocaine ‘Summer

Arts and Music Festival on June 21: and 22 at
Benbow Lake State Park, the Mateel,

ty Center will hold its first Summer Arts

uni-

-

up Celebration on May 9 at the Mateel Center in

The run is an all-women event sponsored

by the Six Rivers Running Club. The course is
a flat out-and-back in and around the Arcata

bottoms. Participants can sign up for a 2 or 5

Janes Road/Giuntoli Lane exit,

mile walk or run. The race begins at the Arcata
at 10 a.m. Sunday, May 11. Entry forms
are available at the Jogg ‘N Shoppe and the Co-

across from North Coast Inn

Redway. The celebration will showcase’ several

of last year’s musicians such as Zakiya Hooker
and Bluz 4 U, The Lost Coast Marimbas, and
N.P.K.. Doors open at 7:00 p.m. and music will

begin at 7:30 p.m. Tickets cost $16 in advance
and $18 at the door.
=

Op. Last minute entries will be taken Sunday
morning 8 a.m. to 9:15 a.m.
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GET OUT.

Thanks Students, you made it a great year!
Before taking off, check out our large selection of travel gear & outdoor equipment.
quiet

STOCK UP ON ALL YOUR SUMMER

NALGENE BOTTLES
ma

NEEDS

© SPECIALIZED BICYCLES ‘"'$becauaeo-. ~

YAKIMA & HOLLYWOOD

ary

tN

CHACO SANDALS

WEAR

KOKATAT WATERSPORTS

ee

Hike

BIKE RACKS

ALPS Mountaineering Mystique 2 person Tent Reg $155 | sate$4 19

Sierra Designs 2002 20 degree Down Sleeping Bag Reg $199 | SALES]59
Dana Design 2002 Shadow Peak Pack Reg $189 | SALESQ5
FREE information on local routes and trails.

Shop online for all your outdoor gear Www.AdventuresEdge.com
ae
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Wash your wardrobe at one

of two convenient locations.
on ere peepee

rere eonennne

cencncesesientrt

Look for the’ ”.
new washers &
dryers at the
Sunnybrae

| Laundromat!

Westwood Laundromat
8 am - 9 pm every day
Next to Westwood Market

— Sunnybrae Laundromat:
7:30 am - 10 pm every day
_ In the Sunnybrae Center
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Campus building to have asbestos-treated ceiling replaced
as hazardous waste and then
the ceiling will be rebuilt. In
SCIENCE EDITOR
addition, leaking water pipes
will
be repaired or replaced.
hortly after commenceHe said the asbestos-conGre an outside contractaining
material is in good
tor hired by the Telecomcondition, but it could’ pose a
munications Project general
hazard to workers who have
contractor will begin a threeto crawl in the ceilings.
week project to remove asbesFor example, the contractor
tos-containing materials from
for
the upcoming Telecommuthe ceiling of |e Science B .
nications Project that will upbuilding.
The interio.
the ceiling grade the telephone and data
lines on campus will have to
is sprayed w
fireproof-

cept the Wildlife and Fisheries
Building, the Student Services
Building and some of the old

, by Kira Rubenthaler

ing material ti

GRAPHIC
BY CARLA ESPARZA

Properties of asbestos make it useful in a variety of building
materials, but it can cause health problems when inhaled.

mntains as-

bestos.
“It is spray<
protect that
corridor beca:
S$ an exit,”
said Kevin C:
director of
Environmenta
-alth and Occupational Saf. on campus.
“In case there is a fire in the
labs, it (the fire, .ofing spray)
will maintain a1 exit corridor
so people can get out.”
Creed said the ceiling will
be completely torn out and the
old materials will be bagged

crawl around in the ceiling.

“When you're in the hallway, it (asbestos) is not a hazard to people in the building,”
Creed said.
The word asbestos refers to
a group of minerals with a fi-..
brous crystalline structure that
is often used in building materials and can be dangerous
if inhaled.
Creed said most of the
buildings on campus probably contain some asbestos, ex-

houses on campus.

_

“I don’t have any serious
concerns about asbestos-containing material on campus
because we keep it in good
condition and correct problems if we find them,” Creed
said. “The asbestos-containing

materials that I would be concerned about if they became
damaged are not in occupied
spaces like classrooms.”
Creed said as well as maintaining buildings and quickly
making repairs, he keeps a da-

tabase of the location of most
asbestos-containing materials
«On campus.
The presence of sikebios
cannot be confirmed without
sending a sample to a laboratory for analysis under a microscope.
see Asbestos,
next page

Hacking not just on Internet, ‘phreaks’ exploit telephones
by Luis Molina
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
le

the underground world
of hacking there is a subculture of people who
dgn’t rely on the Inte
to
conduct their exp! its
-Phreaks — as iney
tc
call it — are people who
the telephone system or cuiuimit toll fraud by using tone
dialers, software and phone
codes. Some of tl« simplest
and oldest ways of doing it
have been seen in movies like
Hackers and Pirates. But more
common today is the use of
“boxes” of different colors.
Boxes are tone dialers and
devices implanted with a spe-

cial crystal that omits.a sound

to make a phone system do
a particular thing. Some of
the new devices use encrypted software that allows the
phreak to do his or her act.
Phone hacking is highly illegal and has landed many
people in federal prison for
several years.
One of the first phone hacks

. happened in the ‘70s when
“Captain Crunch” John Drappor,

legendary

phreak,

and

Steve Wozniak, co-creator of

eee
OSSS ES EERE

Apple Computers, called the
pope.
“It was 4 a.m., and Woz
(Wozniak) wanted the pope,”
Drapper told the English
newspaper The Register. “’Is
“the pope there? I’m calling
from California, and I need to
confess!”
Drapper said the first “blue
vox,” which allows a pe'son to
make illegal free pione calls,
was a toy whistle found in a
box of Captain Crunch. That is
how he got his nickname.
Drapper has recent!v finished.a computer secur. / system called “The Crunchbox.”
The system consists of a
packet-filtering firewall, an
intrusion

prevention

system

and an automatic response
module. It has a HTML-based
gtaphic interface for easy administration.
“I'd dare to say, it’s next to
un-crackable,” Wozniak said
in a press release.
Kevin Mitnick—the world’s
most famous hacker, who
served time in prison after being caught committing bank

fraud in Los Angeles during
the ‘90s and was not allowed
near any form of computer for
several years — said in a USA
ies
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Today article that in high school
he was into radio broadcasting and through that hobby
picked up “phreaking.”
“That's where I got hooked
on exploiting technology for
the adventure, the thrill, the
intrigue,” Mitnick said. “I was
figuring out how the phone
company operated, the internal procedures.”
There are devices that could
render a phone useless by always making it busy. Some
could be used for wiretapping
or recording other
conversations.

people’s

Some of these boxes could
be used to make free long-distance phone calls. Last month
phreaks from the Philippines cost the city of East Palo
Alto $30,000 in long-distance
phone calls city employees did
not make.
Cliff Scholl, Telecom manager at HSU, denied The Lumberjack an interview on the
basis of not promoting these
illegal activities.
According to the San Fran-

_cisco-based consumer

group

Consumer Action, these tips
could help you protect yourself from phone fraud:
eDon’t give your calling
a

a ee

ee a

ae

ee

eee

toe

J

card number to any stranger who calls you, and guard
that number carefully when
using it to make calls in public places.
eCall your phone company
immediately if you think that
someone has obtained your
calling card number.
¢Before you move, tell your
local phone company to disconnect your phone and tell
your long distance carrier
where to forward your bill.
Don't allow anyone to
charge calls to your phone
without first checking their

ee nee
eee a
RO A
wR
peek

ee

ae ar’ ai eta A

identity.
eNever give out any personal information about yourself to strangers who call you.
eReview your local and
long-distance bills as soon as
you receive them, and contact
these phone companies immediately if there are charges on
that you don’t understand.
eConsumers are not required to pay for unauthorized charges on their phone
bill. Follow the procedure ex-

plained on your bill for notifying your long distance compa-

ny about any disputed charge.
A
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Flying cars =

www.netgemedia.org
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_by James Egan’
COPY CHIEF

t looks like the creators of
“The Jetsons” didn’t get us
worked up over nothing;
the flying car has finally be;
come a reality.
Moller International, a spinoff of Moller Corp., is putting
the final touches on its M400
and M600 model skycars.
The M400 uses a 645-horsepower engine to fly at speeds
up to 380 mph. The car weighs
about 2,400 pounds and is 19.5
feet long and 8.5 feet in width.
The M400 has four seats and
can carry up to 750 pounds of
payload.
It can get 28 miles to the
gallon using standard unleaded fuel, and produces less
pollution than an automobile,
according to the Moller Web
site.

The skycar is being built
with dual parachutes, backup
engines and the optional ability to float to reduce the danger of flying
Skycars are able to perform
vertical take-offs and landings
much like a Harrier jet. Because of this, the car requires
only a 35 square foot space to
‘ take off and land.

They are also able to sprout
wheels and drive up to 35-
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parking lots of the future hav-

ing a launch and landing pad
section for skycars.
About 500 M400 skycars
will be produced annually for
military use, marketing demonstrations and special sales
for the next three years.
The skycars will cost about
$500,000 each while in limited
production, but the company
claims that the price will be
$60,000 to $80,000 when the
production volume increases
substantially.
Moller has been working
on their flying car since 1962,
when Dr. Paul S. Moller built
his X-2 model flying car in his

factured, and many new technologies intergrated into the

car.

One of the biggest obstacles the skycar faces is the fact
that a sky navigation system
would have to be worked out
to keep cars from colliding.
NASA and the Federal Aviation Administration are currently working to devise an
airway network that would
keep all skycars at least a mile
apart at all times.
All of the skycar testing,
which is conducted in Davis,
has been done with the vehicle attached to a tether to prevent fatal accidents.

becomes hazardous when it deteriorates

Some of the properties of
asbestos that make it a good
building material are chemical stability, resistance to fire,
ability to insulate both thermally and electrically, ability
to absorb sound and tensile
strength.
Asbestos is used in a variety of ways, including insulation, fireproofing, tile, sheet
rock joint compound and window putty.
Creed said asbestos becomes dangerous when it is
friable, which is when the dry
material can be crumbled to
powder under hand pressure.
In this state asbestos fibers can
be released into the air.
“The concern about asbestos fibers is that they’re small
enough so they get down into

ae is
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Locally

jected to cost $500, 000 and weighs almost two.tons.
mph on roads.
garage. Since then there have
The car’s creators ehbldéa been many prototypes manu-

continued from previous page
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Moller International's newest skycar, the M600, is pro-
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our

deep

lungs

and _ that’s

where they stay,” Creed said.

According to the Working
Safely with and Around Asbestos
pamphlet, inhaling asbestos
can cause scarring of the lungs,
called asbestosis, lung cancer

and cancer of the lining of the
chest and abdomen, called mesothelioma.
Creed said there are no laws
requiring §_ asbestos-containing materials to be removed.
If exposure to asbestos is causing a hazard, the problem has
to be taken care of. This does
not necessarily mean the material must be removed, but the
asbestos has to be covered to
avoid exposure.

The Environmental Protection Agency presumes building materials that are not
wood, glass or plastic to contain asbestos. If a material is
proven or presumed to contain
asbestos, precautions are taken

when working with it.
“The big key with asbestos
is working with it wet and controlling air distribution,” Creed
said.
He said when dealing with
asbestos-containing material,
workers wear protective suits
and respirators and place plastic sheets around the work

area.

Material is taken. down

manually to:avoid raising dust ‘
with power tools. '
If a material isi friable and
contains more than.one percent
asbestos,

the /California

_De-

partment of Toxic: Substances
considers it hazardous waste. : |

Other agencies : also: regulate
asbestos.
thi

The

California Occupational

Safety and Health Administration requires training for employees who may be exposed
to asbestos.
Agencies like the EPA and
the North Coast Unified Air
Quality and Management District monitor air pollutants like
asbestos.

Creed said institutions and
companies are fairly well-monitored for asbestos, but many

of the regulations relating to asbestos do not apply to homes.
“It’s really the homeowner
that’s probably potentially the
most susceptible to asbestos because of being misinform
Creed said.
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Futuristic chip planted under skin .
',Hf

Computer
chip would

hold variety of
information to be .

_read by scanner
by Bob Todd
LUMBERJACK STAFF
hat would
ture
look

the fulike’ if.

some people were
to have their dreams come
true? For some, the future
‘ holds a place where there are
no keys for cars or houses, no.
need

for driver’s

licenses

Sunset

CCG
RU RITE

CELEBRATE

WITH

or :

credit cards and almost everywhere you go, businesses and

government agencies already
know your name.

That is the world envisioned by a company called
Applied Digital Solutions Inc.
of Palm Beach, Florida, and the
invention to help them reach
that goal is called “VeriChip”
a computer chip designed to
go under the skin.
To help see that vision come
true, there is a “ChipMobile”
prepared to travel the nation
and provide all who want to

' be implanted with a tiny micro

computer chip for numerous
purposes, such as emergency
situations, security reasons,

eeu
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ERIK FRASER

identification purposes in 2002 by the Food and Drug Admin-

an adult male’s index finger.
cal device.

istration. Here it is compared to
high-pressure gas tanks. The
technology does have opponents, though.
A Silicon Spin article said
civil rights activists are concerned about. privacy issues
regarding the chip.
In the article, Laurie Zoloff,
a bioethicist in San Francisco,
said: “The first concern is that

“The agency is in the pro-

cess of investigating the firm
documenting _ exactly
‘and
what is being said, what is being printed, and what is being
promoted,” said Wally Pellerite, assistant to the director
of the FDA Office of Compli-

transp
for livestock, but for tracking food, merchandise, waste
products, and containers like

it (the VeriChip) will fall into

poses, which the FDA prohibited because it had not been
tested or approved as a medi-

Restaurant.

RESERVATIONS!

FOR

NOW

CALL

stellar views

and

at the gorgeous Sunset

Applied Digital Solutions Inc.’s VeriChip was approved for

707.825.2760

Hwy

101

North

Trinidad

Left at Exit

Exit

| mile South to

Cher

Left on Scenic

Orive

Ae Heights Casino

ance.

The investigation so far
has not brought any charges
The chip is a.sub-dermal. the hands of an evil and opive state. If you're thor- against the company and they
implant that'can be read by a
oughly known, then you can are continuing to market their
scanner just like the products
controlled, product.
thoroughly
be
you buy at the store that have
The FDA's only concern is
because they’ll know more
a bar code stamped on them.
about you than you want to be that the implant contains no
The idea is really nothing
medical information.
new. Bankers and_ futurists known.”
Since the terrorist attacks
Dr. Keith Bolton, the vice
alike have advocated a cashthe Pentagon and New
less society for decades, but president and chief technol- on
Applied Digital Sothe ability to create a global ogy officer at Applied Digital York City,
has expressed hopes to
system using electronic track- Solutions at the time of the un- lutions sales because of secuing and identification has veiling of the chip was quoted increase and the application
rity issues
never been as practical as it is as saying, “We live in a free
an implanted identification
today. Global positioning sat- society,” and “You can either
You device could have locating
ellites and the miniaturization elect to smoke [or not].
persons during an emergency.
of computers and transistors can elect to have the VeriChIn addition to the initial trouall have assisted in the cre- ip. So it’s a freedom of choice bles with the FDA, the compaation of radio frequency iden- technology.”
As of April 2002 the chip ny has been having serious
tification devices that can be
the. financial problems.
implanted under the skin and has been approved by Recently, the company
Administra
have been implanted in ani- Food and Drug
filed a suit against IBM, altion for identification purmals for more than ten years.
leging IBM is attempting to
One company distributing poses.
Within a month of the offi- obtain control of the chip
these devices is called Troimplant and eventual incial launching of the product,
van, of the United Kingdom,
tellectual property rights.
was launched
and is the leading internation- an investigation
IBM loaned the company
advertisal producer of identification into the company’s
pur- $77 million and is in a posi- ©
onders, used not only ing the device for medical

and financial transactions.
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tion to prevent the company
from continuing

the implant.
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Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
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Arcata Dental Office
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Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings

Nitrous Gas
StereoncySound
Care

' New Patients
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We Cater to
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1225 B St. (2 Blocks from HSU) 822-5105
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Don’t have

Melinda Myers teaches
human sexuality and
courses in the

sex

psychology and women’s

in the dark

department. She owns

Good Relations, a lover's.
boutique, in Old Town
_ Eureka and is the mother

of two boys. If you have
any questions you'd like

answered, e-mail her at:
If you're in the dark about hari like safer
' gex and sexually transmitted infections,
you better brighten up.
Did you know that there are over 30 STDs?
Most are easy to treat if diagnosed early.

(J

Six Rivers Planned Parenthood

2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka - 442-5709
www.ppeureka.com

heck out HSU Voices for Planned Parenthood's website:
www. humboldt. edu/~choice.

Koinonia |
Come join} ' : I?
_ students i ora

mm3@humboldt.edu

Many sex questions left to answer
But future of columnist’s job and others is uncertain
ality that they feel badly about, are remaining
in relationships in which they are not honored,
ReGutar COLUMNIST
and are experiencing far too many negative
ith everything that’s going on, it’s | consequences from sexual choices they have
hard to know where I should start, poorly thought out, or which have been forced
upon them.
or should I say stop?
Poor or nonexistent K-12 sexuality educaI could try to craft an erudite response to
tion
has distanced us from the many joys and
Sean Bohrman’s atrocious column on late-term
abortion. I suppose I could expound upon the delights of intentional, mature sex. When are
budget cuts, and the impact they are likely to we asa society going to change things so young
women and men don’t wind up as adults wonhave on education at Humboldt, not to mendering why their sexual experiences aren’t like
tion my job.
what
they see in the (bad porn) movies?
Oh pardon me, that’s right, I’ve forgotten
Just this semester in my upper division Humy place again. I’m not “real” faculty. I guess
that goes for all of us on that now famous post- - man Sexuality course, one student wasn’t exactly sure where on the diagrams assigned she
er on the art quad.
could find the clitoris.
As the semester draws to a close, I am rei
Several students had
minded of my good fortune. You have probnever seen theirs, and a
ably already figured this
few still couldn’t look
out, but I love my job. I
am delighted to be able
By ideir Own anatomy
to teach here, albeit insecurely.
mester.
This’ isn’t ne
by Melinda Myers

thd pha of eg fF

Many of you have asked

meifIwillbeoneofthemany
laid off. At this point havea

NORTHTOWN
NDE
TN

PEN
DE

DEN

BOOKS
T

PonON
D IN

(lies

¢

schedule for fall, and as usual, all
my regular classes are (very) full.
As of May 2, there is still a little
room in my one unit seminar, Psychology 236, Choices and Changes in Sexuality.
It meets October 3“ and 4" only, CRN 44354.
This class is appropriate for anyone interested
in exploring the whys of their own sexual expe-

rience, and is designed for 1* and 2™ year students. If it is full by the time you get to register,
e-mail me for a magic number.
This column is a pleasure to write, and I
appreciate all of your kind responses. I’ve re-

ceived many interesting questions this semes-

OPEN

EVERY

DAY

I had just ih

Nine
=“

ter, and I apologize that I couldn’t get all of
them in print.
I think it’s sad that we all have so many
questions about a natural, healthy aspect of
ourselves, and that conversation about sex is
still virtually nonexistent.
While my job here (and that of many, many
fine instructors with far more talent than I
have) remains in jeopardy, my work is certainly far from finished.
Women and men are still experiencing sexu-

this point |

that by
‘herstory it

wouldn't be! such a taboo.

thingtodo.

©.

In particular, I remain troubled
by the extent to which women
starve, implant and distract them-

selves to fit into unhealthy models of femi-

ninity.

I realize this isn’t news, but the impact of
that unrealistic, masochistic nonsense on wom-

en’s sexuality, health, politics and families is
immense.
Then

I read misogynistic crap like Sean

Borhman’s opinion piece a couple of weeks
ago, and I realize that it isn’t just women putfing on
down, we have lots of help.

igh.
Like many of you, I need to recharge my batteries. So, over the summer, I intend to backpack to beautiful new places, travel wetly
down some whitewater I’ve never seen before,

spend some quality time doing something with
my children other than barking about undone
homework, climb a couple of mountains and

SLEEP! I intend to have lots and lots of healthy,

happy sex with my partner who honors me. I
wish the same for you.
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e Continued from page 19

the Mateel Community Center and several other nonprof-

it organizations in Humboldt

Aaa

MNO)

Sine Nie

County.
“We've always kept the
food booths for local community groups,” Bruno said.
“They all make their whole
yearly operating budget from
those booths at Reggae on the
River.”
.
Out. of the 10,000 people
who attended the festival,
2,000 are volunteers who help
perform various tasks, such
as traffic control, security and
trash pick up.
One hundred coordinators,

nee)s

7 TT mids
aT
Lass

oY ON 23

>

in charge of different aspects ~~

:

All Stars
740i Studios

All

Categories!

of the festival coordinate the
volunteers.
“It's a wonderful group of
people that have worked together for so many years, it’s a

(WEVE[EOUIIALLY

great team,” Bruno said. “It’s a

really great family.”
This year, the ticket price

for Reggae on the River was
raised to $145.
“We feel like it’s still a really
good value,” Bruno said. “Fifty bucks a day for Reggae on

Na ToL 87 Ife)'Es

©Explicit Magazines
Multi Channel Arcades

the River is still good deal.”

Regardless of price, tickets for the festival are 60 percent sold out,. according to

Humboldt Bay,

This year, Robert ah and theBlindd Boys aFAbbalis will
headline the show. Cy) 8 last ppecommatice at the festival ywas
in 1998.
Tickets to Blues by. the Bay are $40 for both ave if pur-

chased before May 31. Starting June 1, tickets are $45 for.a
two-day pass and $25 for a ey

ticket. eek

BUMMERFEST
~ Michelle Cable, editor of Panache Magazine, will continue
Pahimertert her answer to Summerfest, with two Mays ot music and antics at the Eureka Veterans Hall.
Piger™.
Cable started the event three years ago {for bands and music
m
fans who couldn’t make it to Willow Creek to see Summerfest,
hanes some badeee between Diamondb kE n rtainment

reggaeontheriver.com.

All tickets are usually sold
months before the festival
starts.

For more information about
Reggae on the River, log on to
reggaeontheriver.com or call
iY. et y CAGES My
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ISHOWAAVIEW
It seems

like the kids of

America just can’t get enough

of that synthesizer sound,
and wetting the appetites: of
the retro-loving youth is The

Prids, who will be performing
this Friday at the Saffire Rose
Café in Eureka.
;
Drawing

comparisons

moving to the more hospitable climate of Portland, Oregon.
But why should you care?
Lights and smoke, that’s why.
Accompanying them on stage

is a heavy fog machine and a
blinding light show.
Who really cares about the
music when can sip your coffee and blow your mind with
a stage show that borders on
the hallucagenic?

blaring bass licks

will make you want to controt
your body into numerous po-

sitions you didn’t even think
were possible.

to

Joy Division, Wire and The
Chameleons, The Prids originated their goth punk antics
in Lincoln, Nebraska, soon

LMM

Well I care about the music and you should too, because The Prids’ disco: drum
beats and

Strap

the time

into

ma-

chine that is The Prids and let
them take you back to a time
when you were probably still.
stumbling around in diapers,
the early 1980s.
Also playing at this Pasponsored
nache Magazine
event is Arcata’s Nap Attack
and The Sleeze.
So put a big X through Friday, May 9th and hitch a ride
to the Saffire Rose Café. But
be sure not to blink when The
Prids hit the stage because
you just might
thing incredible.
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SEAN BOHRMAN

Behind, Beside and !n Front

of the Redwood

Curtain

Cleaning Super
Carpet
specials For May!

Think You Might Be
Pregnant?
FREE Pregnancy Testing
all services confidential
¢ Information and Educational Materials

¢ Clothing for Mom and Baby
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Office hours: M-F 9-4

Cleaning at your convenience

© CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT©

24 Hour Hotline 725-5676
;%

CLEANING

SERVING ALI. OF HUMBOLDT COUNTY

for location and times
call 442-2345

Mon: 10-3 Tue: 12-5 Wed: 10-3

STEAM

Quick - Professional - Thorough

442-2345
~ 2390 Myrtle Ave, Eureka
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With Resident
spinning R&B,
Dance. Doors
18 and over
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FRIDAYS:
May 9, 16, 23 & 30
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FATHOM For the siterastive lifestyles.
Doors open 0pm © Showtime Spm.

D.J. Charles
Rythmatic &
open at 10pm.
with valid 1.D.

18 and over with valid 1.0. Join us fora night of
Industrial Dance on the big dance floor the first

Wednesday of every month. Save on the cover
before tipm.

SUNDAYS:
May 11, 18 & 25
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Saturday, May 10th

OR

it!

Renee aa mixes and rates and the HSU Costume Shop

CLUB TRIWNGLE

Upside Down Cress Presents Relapse recording

| For the alternative lifestyles

Sen Francisee, with opening act Hideous.
Doors open Spm. ° Show at 10pm.
18 and over with valid 1.D. $6 cover charge.

On the same day the HSU president was inaugurated, and most everyone at the university
had some part in the hoopla, business at a lit-

Saturdays: May 24¢4 & 31st

tle costume shop remained uninterrupted and
quite busy indeed. Renee Shaw is enjoying her

|
|

artist High
oa Fice live on stage coming trove

Doors open at 8:30pm.
18 and
Reduced

over with valid |.D.
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from 8:30pm

CALE

North
Cost Party (del
Presented
te you by KWPT The Party.
© Doors open Spm. °
18 ond over with valid 1.0.
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til 10pm.

DJ

Tony spins House from 1Opm
Itpm

and from

ur resident

MY

DJ.
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Yeti

11:00
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Doors open 8:30pm. * Show at 10pm.

18 end over with valid 1.0. Thekets
are $10 in.
advence ond are available at all the aseal outlets.
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SIXA RIVERS BREWERY
Congratulations HSU
Graduating Class of 2003!
\graduation parties (from 1 to 100
|
people) «Buffets & more!
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SUN: Bluegrass Jam

TUES: Open Mike

Ce 1300 Central Ave
Reservations: 839-7580

THUR: Kukoo's Nest 7-9pm
FRI: DJ Epic, Raj & DJ Aspects $3
SAT: Northwind (local rock n' roll)
MON: Open Mike
TUES: Roots Reggae DJ's free
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What

Shaw realized her dream of becoming a costume designer as an artist when she learned of

bette ,

education

as we began our interview.

making

was

Studio

when

originally ‘an
Major

at

she discovered

HSU

. ‘Lumberjack "aries

is there than

puppets

i

and

Q"

chine malfunction, a design difficulty or whatmight be. Granted,

- this is her job and she is paid to help as an HSU
work-study teacher’s assistant, but she wasn’t
always receiving a check for her chores.
According to: liberal studies major Carlita
Foss, 22, she is neither jealous of Shaw’s job nor

anne

393

ee*eeerrne
eianag
43
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GENET

ac-

photos

of

rainbow-colored dance cos-

ly-flowing at the same time.

Renee Shaw
HSU Costume DEsiGNer

every student that comes up to her taking the
time to patiently work out a sewing snarl, a ma-

$953.2

the

“100 Costumes,

there

ever the student’s malady

companied

tumes, skintight and loose-

COSTUMES

was a costume designing
class being offered in the curriculum. In 1998 she graduated with a Bachelor
of Arts Degree in Studio Art, and she enrolled in
‘the graduate program in HSU Theatre Arts for
costume design. Through the classes she took
in the graduate program and the hands-on experience she obtained in working in the HSU
Costume Shop, she learned to efficiently and effectively put together costumes for a variety of
plays and performances. Shaw is now receiving
her Master’s in Fine Arts in theater arts costume
design.
Flitting about the costume shop, Shaw helps

hand ‘ss,

vic EO

Foss.

and was close to graduating

THU: Bias $3
SAT: Ponche $3
TL

thanked

Shaw, and continued sewing:
Art

WED: Karaoke

HC

student

Shaw

RVR POCA
AEC

resentful of her position.
“In the three years I've been here, Renee did
not get paid for her work, she volunteered,” said

few remaining days at the HSU Costume Shop
the HSU costume design class and enrolled in it
where she has worked for six years making and
six years ago.
designing costumes for plays.
“Since I loved to draw and sew, I figured they
Shaw has been the lead costume designer for fit together in costume design,” Shaw said.
nine shows at HSU, and has designed costumes
As the sewing room became hectic with crefor 12 shows. She has also won awards for her ative corset constructing and a flurry of fabric
costumes including Design Semi finalist at the fantasies, we moved the interviewing process
2001 American College Theater Festival, Reinto the dye-room. As Shaw cleared a table covgional Design Award in Costuming at the 2002 ered with half-finished puppets patiently waitAmerican College Theater Festival, and ACTF
ing for the rest of their bodies and faces to be
Best in Show for a play scene for which she deglued, painted, and sewn, she remarked:
signed costumes.
“What better education is there than making
Just as we both sat down to conduct the in- puppets and costumes?”
terview among clacking sewing machines and
Shaw laid out her portfolio for me, and even
spinning spools of thread, a student asked Shaw in the dim room I saw just how much costuming
for guidance in her tailoring project. Before I she had accomplished. Page after plastic-covcould even see what the student was attempting
ered page was filled with bright colored photos
to do, Shaw had already answered.
of costumes starting with her first play “On the
“Just pinch the fabric toThreshold”, an HSU dance
gether,” Shaw said.
iD
roduction of Spring 2000.
The

e’re still accepting reservations for

HT

LUMBERJACK STAFF

13 Perfor-

mances” read the drop line.

“I was very excited,” said
Shaw.
As I turned the pages, Shaw explainedof her

costuming experiences in-depth.
“Tl Impostore” was a play that was performed

at HSU, then went to Utah to the American College Theater Festival and won Best in Show for a
play scene stated Shaw as she showed me actors
and actresses in period dress costumes.
Along with the photos, Shaw had drawings,
detailed sketches of the costumes she created.
“Beethoven Is...” and “Les Femmes Savantes”
were the last two HSU plays for which Shaw designed costumes. Shaw explained how she came

up with these detailed sketches.

“You find everything out that you can about
these characters from the script the director
gives you. Who they are, when they live, where
they live, everything,” said Shaw.
According to Shaw, the costume design pro- ‘
cess begins when the director gives her a script
and a concept of how he wants the play to be

see Cast of Costumes, next page
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CAST OF COSTUMES

¢ Continued from page 22

_

exactly. She then finds out everything she can from the script
about the characters and does
research on what people were
wearing at that time. She then
figures out the mood of the

voted student who could meet
challenges.
“Renee is very hard-working, able, and

piece, dark, light, funny, som-

conscientious,”

said Warren. °
Before production, Warren
went shopping with Shaw for
fabric and materials for the play
Les Femmes Savants.
“She had everything thought

ber, fantastic, realistic, etc. She
then figures out colors and fabrics for the costumes and their
wearers. Then Shaw begins
sketching.
“I have to change the costumes if the director doesn’t
like them, or I have to cut them
out,” said Shaw.
Shaw costumed professionally for the last two summers at
Shakespeare Santa Cruz, a company that-puts on plays.
“There’s lots of jobs for people with theater skills,” said
Shaw.
Shaw also stated that she receives job offerings every day
off of a list-service online for
costume designers across the

Shaw received her first sewing lesson in Bluebirds. Later,
she started taking group sewing lessons with other chil-

country.

dren. When

“You have to be willing to
move to get many of these
jobs,” Shaw said.
Shaw is not interested in
moving anytime soon. She has
a five-year-old daughter, Noelle
Shaw who was born when Re-

high school, she took home eco:
nomics classes, and ever since
then has met people that have

Warren said.

she was in junior

1972 in Santa Rosa and grew up

in Ukiah. She enjoys the com-

pany of her mother, father, and

older brother. Shaw also enjoys mie

Shaw talked about what
challenges she has encountered
in her career as a graduate stu-

dent with a costuming emphasis.
deadlines

is al-

ways challenging, and also
having a child and going to
work and full-time school is
also challenging,” said Shaw.
Janet Warren, a theater arts

teacher who has had Shaw in
many classes, including makeup, costume design, and corsetry, said that Shaw

Warren also stated that Shaw
had really developed as a designer since she has had her as
a student.
“She can really visualize her
pieces that she creates. Each of
her characters is unique. She
fell into some shows, but still
managed to put them through
the shop in a efficient and timely manner. She made magic,”

shared their skills with her. _
Renee Shaw was born June 9,

nee was an art major.

“Meeting

out,” said Warren.

dancing, painting, hanging out
with her kid, and playing a va-*
riety of musical instruments,
including the piano, guitar, and
the accordion.
Shaw is planning to open a
sewing business in the area after she graduates this semester. She is: looking forward to
not having any homework,
employing her friends for her
business, and- making some
costumes for herself.
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film was much better t
th
s much darker than the comic book

_preyious movie. Usually the X-Men do not harm
fyone, just neutralize, but in this film they were
stabbing people and making them bleed.
Like in the first film, Wolverine is perceived to

ne the lead character. He is in most of the important roles of the film and has some of the funniest

popul
Michie this film.

The effects were great. The similari
mutant powers looked in the cartoon

appeared in the big screen brought back memori
_ scenes in the film.
:
_
_. X2 has more characters and more action scenes of Saturday morning in front of the television wit”
“than the first film. Beast and Gambit have small
cameos in this film but they are difficult to' catch
because Gambit, played by James Bamford, was

g kfc

ARCATA-WESTWOOD « ARCATA-SUNNY BRAE - EUREKA-CUTTEN
BLUE LAKE-GLENDALE ¢ TRINIDAD SHOPPING CENTER

‘Prices Valid May 7th thru May 14th
clip n’ save with this coupon
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B and Staff for all of their business
this past year.

Mad River Brewing
Steelhead Beer

a

B would like to thank HSU Students §

“wexcludin po

«

Store Hours: Open 7am to 11pm

HPA

?
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URPHY'S

g
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Lucky Charms.
All in all, this is a much better than the first one
and everyone should go out and see it.

99
4

iE

Pale Ale, Stout, or Porter

ei

Lost Coast Brewing
Premium Beer
Great White, Downtown,

12°10"
or$4
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UNLOCO
Becoming 7
Warner

Bros.

The Mexican band from the Southern part

of Texas with a German name is back. Unlo-

195 TAYLOR va
BLUE LAKE CA

8

707-668-4151

On the web at

Hands and Knees” and “Becoming i” — are

ing Me Hate You”.

HSUMUSIC

LOEPAKT MENT

www.madriverbrewing.com
VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOP
FOR BEERANDCOOL STUFF.
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Tues-Fri 10:00am to 5:00pm, Sat Noon to 5pm

B29 NcKJNLEY VILLE CHIROPRACTIC |
cate.

~o0Oe?

Work Injuries * Auto Accidents « Low Back —

RS
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es.

Most Insurances Accepted
16060

Central Ave. Ste.

Ve MeKinlevville * (707) 839-4344

CINDY MOYER & LYNNE GARRETT
Violinist and pianist performing works by igor Stravinsky, André Prévost, |
Manuel de Falla, Ludwig van Beethoven and Fritz Kreisler.
Wednesday,
May 7 ° 8 pm ¢ Fulkerson

Recital Hall

$8 general ¢ $3 seniors/students
« FREE for HSU students w/ID

HSU PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
& CALYPSO BAND
Performing contemporary and traditional music from the U.S., Mexico,
Cuba, Trinidad/Tobago and West Africa.
Friday, May 9 * 8 pm ¢ Van Duzer Theatre
$6 general ¢ $2 seniors/students « FREE for HSU students w/ID

JAZZ ORCHESTRA & AM JAZZ BAND
Performing classics of the Swing Era to today’s most innovative jazz.
Saturday, May 10 ¢ 8 pm ¢ Van Duzer Theatre
$8 general * $3 seniors/students
,
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about growing up in a broken home and not
achieving any glory. “Hands and Knees”
an attack on parents who ask too much of
their kids. The rhythms of some of the songs
have slowed down but the band remains true
to its heavy metal roots. The only song on the
album that is reminiscent of the speed and
bass-based sound of the first album is “Mak-

a

eee

co’s sophomore album and follow-up to the
hit album “Healing” came out last month.
The recent release is a bit of a departure from
the band’s original sound. “Becoming i” is a
more personal album with less social overtones. Songs — like “Watching Me Slip,”
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YEAH YEAH YEAHS
Fever to Tell
Interscope.

\
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If you haven’t heard of the New York art punk trio The
Yeah Yeah Yeahs by now you're probably hanging out
with the wrong people. So go tell your friends to fuck
off and go buy The YYYs’ new album, “Fever to Tell”.
Don’t ask questions; just buy it. You don’t need your stu‘ pid friends anyway; all you need is this album to hold
close to your heart and whisper sweet nothings to in the
_ middle of the night. And if you listen close enough lead
singer Karen O. might even whisper something back!
Be advised that if she actually does start talking back to
you, you should probably stop listening to the album for
a week or so.
SEAN BOHRMAN

16 & UB Ww

Goodwin

Guar

Forum|

Maid

Rain, fog, or shine:

TYRANIS
Gods of Thunder

Stretch into summer at

‘Self

Bikram's Yoga
ee College of India, Humboldt.
: we'll be offering summer $25 off
bata for monthly unlimited pass

1
110 days for $101
Good for the month of May

—_—eew

eee

98

Released

ee
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I don’t toss around the label “Heavy Metal Gods” very

often. But I can say without a fucking doubt that Tyranis
will kick the shit out of anything you are listening to right
now. Seriously, their album “Gods of Thunder” will get
up and beat the living snot out of your CD collection. If I

could personify the act of beating someone up into music,
this would be it. They’re from Orange County, Calif. and
the only thing they want to do is play fucking guitar solos
and bang their heads, anything else is just a bonus.

j

"516 Sth Street, Eureka 444-8900

SEAN BOHRMAN
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BILLY CHILDISH
25 Years of Being Childish

Love
Unlimited

ee

Damaged

7

ee

What is up with Portland, Oregon? It
seems like they’re spawning a bunch of
bands that make my ears. go “Whoa!” The
Epoxies, The Spits and now Glass Candy.
With their no-wave sound kicking up dust
behind their nearly nonstop touring, they
managed to release their first full-length
“Love Love Love” after hitting the masses
with numerous 7”s. This album is pretty
good, I wouldn’t kill myself over it, but I
might cut off a pinky toe to get it.
SEAN BOHRMAN

Ss 2

I wish I was Billy Childish.. I wish I could
go up to people and say, “Yeah, I’m a poet,

I was in The Milkshakes, Thee Mighty Caesars and Thee Headcoats. Yeah, I’m a fucking legend.” But, alas, I cannot. All I can do
is write about this myth of a man who since
1977 has been pushing his way against the
grain

of commercial

success,

putting

out

rock n roll records that catered to his tastes
and not the current trends. This is why you
probably haven't heard of Billy Childish.
And this is why you probably will never
hear Billy Childish because you probably
couldn’t handle it, your head would probably explode or something. Buy this record
at your own risk.
SEAN BOHRMAN
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Opens May 9th at their
new location on the Plaza
The corner of 9th and H street
ener

jocat pottery
lord at

GRAVY
Hello
Kill

TRAIN!!!

Doctor

Rock

Stars

ee

10

A.R.E. WEAPONS
S/T

The Oakland-based “bitches of 80s rap”
strut their hamburger fetishes and. bi-sexual
tendencies all the way to their first full-length
release “Hello Doctor”. Chunx, Funx, Hunx

and Drunx make me hella nervous every time

I throw this LP onto my turntable and with-

in the first minute of hearing this awesome

keyboard-laced album, you'll want to speed

on down to McDonalds, buy: a Big Mac and
have your own burger baby. Just remember to
grab a condom so the condiments don’t spill
on the bed!

SEAN BOHRMAN

.

Rough

Trade

6m

Riding on the coattails of the Electroclash
movement happening in New York, A.R.E.
(Attitude Raw Energy) Weapons’ pounding
drum machine beats and flying guitar riffs
make you instinctively want to pump your
fist in the air and bang your head. But that’s
about as far as it goes.

SEAN BOHRMAN
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We live in heaven. The City of God is hell. Based on a true story, City of God gives the aca fierce
count of a boy named Rocket growing up in the slums of Rio de Janeiro in the middle of

gang war.

-

Taking place through the 1960s and 70s, we see the rise and fall of many “bosses.” But one
pleaparticular hood named Lil Zé seemed to leave his mark more so than the others. Killing for
sure and power he soon becomes the boss of the City of God. His ruthless style of selling drugs
creates a false sense of peace around the city as fear and addiction takes over. This is where the
story takes off and pulls you into the bloody, dilapidated landscape.
City of God shows us how lucky we are to live in America, where the violence in our day-to-

| VIDEO EXPERIENCE
...not your average video store

Humboldt County’s Best
Source of Video & DVD Rentals

etifior the Serious Film Fan

on

INTERNATIONAL BRIT TELLY e FILM NOIR
EURO TRASH e HONG KONG eRARE IMPORTS
SHAKESPEARE °®JAZZ & BLUES *DOCUMENTARY
PERFORMING ARTS ePOSTCARDS eFILM
4
OF A
fl) MAGAZINES & MORE... WITH THE HELP
|
FRIENDLY
AND KNOWLEDGABLE STAFF

day lives isn’t happening on our doorsteps.
Director Fernando Meirelles uses the young man Rocket to narrate the film, using his passion
of becoming a photographer as a way of allowing the viewer to geta more intimate look into the
slums of Rio de Janeiro. As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words.
As Lil Zé delves deeper into the world of crime, he sees his friends fall victim to his bitterness
and his list of enemies grow. One of the most dramatic scenes in the film takes place when his
gang corners two children who, along with a pack of kids called The Runts, have been robbing
local businesses and attracting the attention of the police. He then tells the children to decide
ae
whether they wanted to be shot in the hand or the foot.
The older of the two, who was at the most twelve years old, sticks out his hand and closes‘his
eyes. The other child, who couldn't have been over seven, stands crying in the présence of the
more mature gang members. He reluctantly sticks out his hand and Lil Zé shoots both of them in
the foot, sending both to the ground. He then instructs one of his younger accomplices to choose
one of the two injured children and kill them. Hesitantly the boy takes the gun and chooses.
This is just one of many scenes that put you in the situation, almost as if you are one of the
gang members watching the carnage firsthand.
City of God gives the points of view of many of the different characters, from Knockout Ned’s
thirst for revenge, Lil Zé’s need for power and Rocket's attempts to survive without becoming
a hood.
Rocket never expresses a need'to leave the dangerous slums, just to document the happenings and somehow manage to grow up to become a photographer and live some kind of normal
life when everything around you is crazy. In this process he loses friends, family and girls.
The camera angles used by director Meirelles are visionary to say the least. Using multiple
camera angfes at the same time on the screen and different points of view he tells a gruesome
. story without going overboard on the violence while still keeping it realistic.
This highly stylized account of the gruesome realities of life outside of our own is one not to
be missed. It will pull you in and just when you think you can’t take anymore it sucks you in
further. Now playing at the Minor Theatre, City of God is happening right now.

Local Since 1980
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@ 65 Frank Martin Ct., Arcata, CA if
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HSU girls advance to NCAA Division II West Regional Tournament
by Gaberiel Jackson
LUMBERJACK STAFF:

HSU’s

softball team will head to the NCAA Divi-

sion II West Region softball tournament. The tourney
will be held at Cal State Bakersfield and games will
start to be played on Thursday.
The ‘Jacks’ first game will be against CSU Dominguez Hills, the No. five seeded team, and can be
heard via radio on KATA, 1340 AM or via the internet through th hsujacks.com website using Real
Player software.

«

The

‘Jacks enter the tournament

as the fourth

the

seeded team in a pool of six teams that include CSU
Bakersfield, UC Davis, Western Washington, CSU
Dominguez Hills and Western New Mexico.
“We are very confident,” said sophomore Kara
Roberts, pitcher for the ‘Jacks. “Our bats are hot and
we know we can beat any team we face.”
“As a team, we're peaking at the right time,” said
Brandi Harrison, right fielder for the ‘Jacks. “We've
played against all the teams we're going to face at regionals.”
The ‘Jacks finished the regular season on a high
note, capturing the Great Northwest Athletic Conference championship with a 8-0 victory over the Western Oregon Wolves that lasted only five innings due
to the blowout rule.
The ‘Jacks protected thier home turf by remaining

ing

ball Field.
Roberts had another standout performance on
the mound, pitching a one-hitter that included three

rce
ne

gs
the
toion

}

strikeouts. Her teammates were solid defensively;
making key plays in the infield and significant catches the outfield:

Roberts moved to 17-8 on the season and the ‘Jacks

mal

Senior Teresa Bertocchi squares up for a sacrifice bunt in Saturday’s game against Western Oregon.
Bertocchi is second in the HSU record books for all-time single season sacrifices with 20.

undefeated (11-0) on their home field, the HSU Soft-

“Right now, our defense is ranked number two in
the, nation,” said Harrison. “We're confident going
into regionals.”
“I know that if there's a ball hit out there, they are
going to dive and catch it,” said Roberts about her
teammate’s aggressive defensive play.

yen-

Proto sy MucHagL SCHNALZER’

finish the regular season with an overall record of 4117 overall and 16-3 in conference play.
“Kara has stepped it up so much,” said Harrison.
“She has pitched in big games and she’s won big

games.”
Offensively, the ‘Jacks wasted no time going to
work. The ‘Jacks had no trouble hitting off Western
Oregon pitcher Traci Jones.
At the-bottom of the first inning, the Wolves opted
to change pitchers, however it would be only for one
at bat. After junior center fielder Andrea Williams hit
a pop fly to right field that ended up leaving the park
for her eighth homer of the year.
The run gave the ‘Jacks a 3-0 lead in the bottom of
the first.
. The ‘Jacks took advantage of the Western Oregon
miscues advancing on a number of wild pitches and
passed balls. In fact, the games first run was scored
off of an overthrow.
It was a slow but steady pace, but the ‘Jacks were

able to keep up the scoring, knocking in two runs in
the second inning, one in the fourth, and two runs in
the bottom of the fifth that ended the game.
_Although it was a collective effort, standout Lumberjacks include Harrison, who went 2-for-3 -with a
witha
went1pair of RBI and Williams who
of RBI of her own.
sea
ws

Senior shortstop Kelly Sosinski went 2-fot-2 on the

day, working on her criminal eepraryé a -

of bases.
It was senior day for the ‘Jacks and prior to the:
:
pitch, there was a brief ceremony fqr:the four lumberjack seniors: Teresa Bertocchi, Sosinski and twin: disters Brandi and Lacy Cope. .
“It [the win] put us in first place;" said.
§
Harrison.

“It was important because of the field ceremony.”

HSU Softball Field Dedicated

iple

ome

by Charlene Murphy
Soprrs Error

xt to
u in

Over the weekend the dedication of the new HSU Softball: Field took place,

in addition to the senior day ceremony.

istrators gave thanks to
The ‘Jacks, the athletic department and HSU ad
construction
of the field.
an
tion
all of the donors who helped in the contribu
Construction on the field began in the spring of 2002 and was completed in
February of 2003. ‘Some improvements that are still to come are dugout fencing, a scoreboard and permanent seating.
Left: Softball team, donators, President Richmond, Dan

Collen and field contributors pose for a picture on the

HSU Softball Fiefd.
521
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Spring football comes
to an end for ‘Jacks

Service

‘Support
Proto sy MicHAEL SCHNALZER

Receiver Chris White lines up with the rest of his team in

. aspring practice scrimmage.

‘Our NorthCoast's only
Authorized Apple Dealer

by Charlene Murphy

SPORTS EDITOR
For the past three months
the ‘Jacks squad have been
waking up bright and early
for 6:30 a.m. spring practice

and

«€ Re

Ath Street Eureka ® 443-9301

see

.

This week

far as dedication

concludes

for

the

spring

‘Jacks

and

leaves the coachs and players
with a better idea of what to

at

son
The first half of spring prac-

Hy

AA

There, the ‘Jacks dressed in

full pads and were able to partake in full contact play, it was
the first time since their final
game of last season.
The decision to have morning practice rather than noon
practice was a decision made
by the coaching staff to ensure
all players could attend and
class conflicts would not be an
issue for the student- athletes.

pu’re supporting |
s local music scene

juon

Tra& as

Humboldt County's kindest g
1087 H Street, Arcata, CA

§

“Practicing at 6:30 a.m. was

a test for the team as far as
dedication and toughness,”

said

Open Friday

- Tuesday

7 a.m.to 4

es sed Wednesday & Thursday

¢ Organic Espresso & Local Foods
Vegan &Vegetarian Meals
¢ Fresh Juices & Smoothies

and toughness,”

expect for the upcoming sea-

was on anaerobic conditioning, strength and agility.
In the latter half of spring
ball after the ‘Jacks regained
their conditioning base they
moved onto Redwood Bowl
for team practice.

WPasitie Paradise

was a

test for the team as

tice took place in the East Gym
where the focus for the ‘Jacks

When you support

6:30 a.m.

at:

in preperation for next season.
football

Cap ital Business Machines &

“Practicing

senior

linebacker

Tim

White. “Everyone was ready
to play and work hard. The
morning practices showed
and proved the strong com. mitment and dedication we all

have to the team.”
Since February,

the

‘Jacks

have been working diligently
on the field and in the weight
room in hopes to improve last
seasons 1-10 record.

“Our
hard,”

guys

said

are

working

head

football

SENIOR LINEBACKER Tim Wuité

coach Doug Adkins. “I am
pleased with their attitude and
their work ethic.”
f
Adkins feels that the team

is at an advantage compared
to last season. The ‘Jacks have

a returning starting quarterback, Chris Dixon and an intact

offense,

but

sees

some

|

weakness in the lineman positions because presently there
is not a full squad.
“Any time I go into spring
ball my number one goal is
not to get anyone injured and
to make sure everyone comes
back into fall camp in the best
of shape,” said Adkins.
Adkins also uses spring

|

|
|
|

practice as a means of evaluation of the players for the next
season and to use the practice
time as an opportunity for the
players’ to gain a better understanding of the offense and defense.

|
|
|
|
i|

:

Adkins expects the . ‘Jacks

to improve in several facets of |
the game.
“I think we are going to be
a much better football team,”
said Adkins. “I think we are |
going to be improved on the .
defensive side of the football
field. 1 think the offensive

should be real good and we
are going to play a lot better
on special teams.”
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Women

WIRA championship

offensive coordinator

Humboldt State University’s rowing team
highlighted Saturday’s racing at the Western

Former Whittier College head football coach
Bob Owens has been hired as Humboldt State
University’s offensive coordinator, Lumberjack
head coach Doug Adkins announced Friday.
Owens joins the Lumberjacks for the wrap
up of spring workouts, which conclude
Wednesday with the final 6:30 a.m. session in
Redwood Bowl.
He was selected following a nationwide
search that began in March.
Owens assumed the helm of the Whittier
program in 1996, inheriting a team that had
posted consecutive 1-8 seasons.
Owens helped reverse the Poets’ fortunes,
leading them to back-to-back conference championships in 1997 and 1998.
During that span, the Poets had the top-

Rowing

Association

Champi-

onships with a victory in the women’s lightweight four petite final and the varsity eight
third final.
In heat racing of the lightweight four boats
Humboldt finished eighth with a time of 8:11.6,
with San Diego State winning all heats in 7:47.7.
The Jacks later raced the lightweight four boat
in the petite final winning in a time of 8:40.9.
In the varsity eight race the Jacks finished
11th out of 19 boats in a time of 7:09.0, just missing UC Davis who finished in 7:08.6. Gonzaga
won the heat racing in 6:52.8. The 11th place finish placed Humboldt in the third final for the
varsity eight race where they came out victorious in 7:21.4, edging out six other boats.
In other racing for the day Humboldt fin-

collegiate Athletic Conference and ended 1998

novice eight heats (7:21.4), 12th in the second

varsity eight heats (7:46.9) and fourth in the

ing two seasons, as receivers coach at the Uni-

in the varsity four heats (8:38.2), eighth in the

novice four petite final (9:15.4).

Proud sponsors of the Ist Amendment

ranked offense in the Southern California Inter-

ranked 23rd in the NAIA Division I.
The LaVerne College (‘70) graduate has been
coaching for and teaching for 30 years, includ-

ished 12th in the novice four heats (8:31.1), 14th

_ versity of Nevada, Reno.
Owen’s previous college coaching stints include Portland State (‘72-’81), University of Oregon (‘81-’82), Utah State (‘83-’86), and Cal State
Long Beach (‘87-’89). Owens also served as assistant head coach at Chico State from 1993-95.
In 1991, Owens took over the receivers for

Three ‘Jacks earn titles at

GNAC Championships over

| © LUBE © OIL ¢ FILTERS » TIRES

°COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE &

the Sacramento Surge of the World League of

REPAIR

Individual titles by a trio of athletes helped American Football. In 1992 the Surge claimed
Humboldt State to a respectable fourth place , the Western Division Championship and World
overall in the men’s competition and fifth in the Bowl Championship, finishing the season at 10women’s at the Great Northwest Athletic Con- 2.
In addition to earning his B.S. in physical edference Track and Field Championships on Satucation at LaVerne, Owens also earned a masurday.
ters in curriculum and instruction from the Unichampiteam
the
Western Oregon captured
:
onships in both the men’s and women’s divi- versity of Oregon.
First place finishes from Doug Hamilton and

TJ. Aimonetti led the HSU men. Hamilton cap-

Kara Roberts pitches one-hit

tured the 1,500 meters and Aimonetti gained

shut out for the ‘Jacks

the shot put crown.
.
In the shot put, Aimonetti’s best toss of 48
feet, 6 inches edged out runner up Dave WagHumboldt State sophomore Kara Roberts
ner of Western Oregon, who posteda 45-6 1/4 pitched a one-hitter to shut out Western Oregon
coming into the season.
8-0 Saturday and clinch the Great Northwest
and
Gosnell
Kati
stars
distance
The women
Athletic Conference title.
Roberts struck out three and walked none
Dolores Bergmann highlighted the HSU womthe
in
showing
strong
of the 16 batters she faced, improving to 17-8
en’s performances with a
defended
Gosnell
events.
running
longest
three
on the season. The only hit she gave up for the
.
placed
and
her GNAC title in the 5,000 meters
game was a single in the first inning to Monica
solid
a
was
nn
Bergma
while
second in the 3,000
Allen.
runner-up in the 10,000 meters.
-Gosnell’s time of 17:56.29 placed her far
ahead of the second place finisher, Western
Washington's Lisa Pearl, who was timed in 18: ~ Compiled b y Charlene Murphy
:
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and liked it,” said Julie Tankersley, cellular mo-

lecular biology. major.

Tankersley bucked a,log, by hand in about a
ae
minute.
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Dendrology, more commonly know as tree
identification, was another area of competition.

Forestry Club members

also cut donated

wood to sell as firewood to help create revenue

to fund their yearly competitions.
“All the professors know, and
much

PHOTO

Gf: of all students want to seo a CHANGE
in HSU smoking policies

=

BY Bos Topp

A logging competitor aims for the bull’seye in the axe throwing competition, on
Saturday in Fresh Water Forest..
by Bob Todd

34% want designated smoking areas
27%, want to ban smoking
4

LUMBERJACK STAFF

If you are more of a spectator than an athlete,

but have an inner desire to compete with oth-

ers and be part of a team, there may be a sport
that’s just right for you. Logging.
Over the weekend, the HSU Forestry club
hosted a daylong logging sports competition.
Teams from the Association of Western Forestry

wee

t
\
4

%

Clubs

/

\

and spectators gathered in Freshwater

Forest for a day of axe throwing, tree climbing,
and log bucking; better known to non-forest-

‘ae oe

ry majors as sawing wood by hand and with

443-8019 ~
www.humfire.org/CHOICE

:
chainsaws.
Another event offered was: birling, more
commonly known as log rolling. The objective
is to dump the person at the other end of the
log in the pond before you fall in. It is great for
someone who does not mind the likelihood of
swimming while fully dressed.
Despite the continual downpour of rain and
4 soggy conditions, the activities drew teams
from colleges as far away as the University of
Washington. The sporting event is open to any
student who would like to get involved.
“My boyfriend is on the logging forestry
team and told me to come out, so I came out

‘This 04 made pasate by Great 6 @1-16800 wk the Department
of Restth Gervises, Cabioreis Coatrel Section.

have

we pretty

a regular clientele that buy

our

wood from us,” said Heidi Keilman, the clubs
president.
The wood is mostly provided by Simpson
Timber Company, one of the oldest surviving
original timber companies in the region.
Before Pat Callahan, a Forestry Club member, raced up a 50-foot redwood tree in about
nine seconds. He jokingly said, “You won't fall
very far.”
The objective is to climb up the tree using

climbing spikes, a waist belt and a safety line
and then to make a controlled descent.
There’s a lot more to cutting trees than meets
the eye, and at HSU you can learn all about it
through the Forestry Club and even earn two
different Master of Science in Natural Resources degrees, through the Department of Forestry
and Watershed Management.
HSU offers fuur bachelor of science degrees—
production management,
forest hydrology,
resource conservation

and

resource manage-

ment.

HSU is one of three colleges in California
and among 35 colleges in the nation that is accredited by the Society of American Foresters,
and ranks among the top industry-recruited
universities.
_ Gifford Pinchot founded SAF in 1900. Pinchot is the controversial conservationist that
advocated balancing preservation with use of
renewable resources. Pinchot completed his
graduate studies in France at the National Forestry School.
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HSU Forestry Club member races against the clock in the bucking portion of the logging
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Sosinski
Shortstop

Second Base

Kelly Sosinski has served as the starting
shortstop for the ‘Jacks for the past four seasons. In addition to being a starter she was vot-

ed team captain this season. She is the leader of

this legendary defensive team that is ranked no.
2 in the cguntry. Sosinski has proved to be nearly impeccable on the defensive side of the field,
with a career leans pe ene of .950. She has
also contributed with
her bat throughout her career
and is now second overall at HSU in sacrifices with
55. Kelly is a psychology major.

Lacey Cope has started at second base for
the past four seasons at HSU. She is a career .968 fielder has only committed 30 errors in her 224 games. She

has an explosive bat, which has landed her in HSUs
record books. She currently ranks fifth overall in career homeruns with 17, and has.a batting average

of .290. She has been recognized at the national level and earned second team All-America honors in
2002. This season she was elected to GNAC allconference first team and was

Brandl

Teresa

Third Base

ce Outfielder

freshman

Bertcal

'

.
=

*

4. Teresa. Bertocch
i.
been a.
Fae
tat ne Dan Sahaspene
'

Brandi Cope has shown she has

talent. since her

a GNAC

academic
all-conference pick. Lacey is a
jaan.

Cone
y=

also

year,

after transferring from

F -of the Redwoods.- She hasCollege
_prov-

starting in 198 of 235; games in her
| career. Cope is currently nineth in

ames played at HSU with 235,

is nineth in homeruns with. .
54.
walks with
ifices with 25.
4

yas named

“The four of them
have been instrumental
in paving the way to victory for us. Iam going to
miss each of them. It is nice having players of
that caliber, it has been a pleasure.”
HEAD COACH

Sermon

FRANK CHEEK
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As the new editor and managing editor of The Lumberjack we
would like to thank the editor whose spot we have come to fill.
Whether you knew him as J.T. Morgan or James Morgan or James
Whipkey-Morgan or if you don’t even know him at all, there is
something you should know.
James Morgan has probably logged more time inside of The
Lumberjack newsroom than anyone in HSU history. He has been a
sports writer, sports editor, production manager, photo editor, copy
:

chief and an online editor for the ‘Jack.

Wee

SUPA Neel

Mrabicihivted ade

This year as editor he did not let up. He was in here late o

Monday nights and the first one here on Tuesday morning —usually

Sean Bohr: i:
Somebody actually loves
He did not have some underlying ~~"

First off, I would like to thank Sean Bohrman for
his partial birth abortion article. It was informative
and enjoyable.
It was reminiscent of Frank Vella and the good
ol’ days of thé Lumberjack. But I am actually writing
to respond to the anti-Bohrman opinion articles sent
‘s in by the same ol’ readers sayin the same ol’ liberal
rhetoric.

There were six responses regarding Bohrman’s

before 5 a.m. Not once did he complain or begin to show signs of
insanity. He did not even become a full-blown alcoholic — many
print journalists do — if you didn’t know.

atticle, seven if you count Heather Sundblad’s
blistering farewell rant as she departs after such an

situation that was at one time looking very grim. Now, we can focus
on the paper and that is all he wanted to do.
Thank you James Morgan!

the same thing - much like the Lumberjack, and the
same old shit you hear everyday on the quad. They
attack Bohrman as a chauvinist, sexist, misogynistic

What he did was give us a chance to run with the baton ina

James, we wish you the best of luck with whatever you decide

to do. We know that you will excel wherever you go and you are
the person we see as most likely to line us up with jobs when we
graduate.

‘As the new editor and managing editor, Luis “Mad” Molina
and Matthew Mais would like to say “hello,” and we are looking
forward to putting out a Lumberjack shaped by our new editorial
board.

Our plans are to put together a paper that will let you know
what is going on with the HSU administration, Arcata city
government and other news that will be useful. We will begin
accepting criticism immediately.
Luis Molina and Matthew Mais

editor-in-chief and managing editor

illustrious tenure. They were all saying pretty much

MAN who has no right to speak on this issue other

than his first amendment right.
One writer even insinuated that Sean has had
a sex change. Others said he was off-base, not
informed, and was just spreading hate speech.
I think you all missed the point of his article.
His point was that partial birth abortion simply
fascinates him. That’s all.

Kilt

piss off women or divide the campus. H
other people who read the paper would b fase:
by it too. I know lots of people, (myself
that read and enjoyed the article for wna: ‘
Something different.It seems that everytir
«
the Lumberjack I read the same old shit, the
change, but the message is the same. No +
Oil! Embrace Diversity! Consume Less. }~
More! Blah Blah Blah.
The quad is no different, well, ex: <p:
fact we can see the dreadlocks in pers
are people on campus that feel differes
Republicans, Conservatives, and Normal
who take classes and have jobs and dor. t ha.

Wi)
o

rit

/

uns

Vit

li
pie

in the quad all day, but are actually doings.»

Wi,

to better this world, not just talk about it
Sean Bohrman speaks for me, and lot:
people I know, and I salute you. Your artis
as refreshing as a mocha latte after a pa a
abortion. Keep up the good work.
Michael Rupp
Arcata resident

Wet
wit

3 edit.:'"
Pastor:’ The 200
‘Ask lastthe
states he shouid be put!
week’s “Ask the
Reading
Pastor” was very helpful. Dr. Ford,
the pastor at Arcata First Baptist
Church, kindly helped answer
the question of how to deal with
the subject of pre-marital sexual
relations, whenever someone tries
to defend sex outside of marriage
I can simply remind them that I
Corintians 5:5-6 clearly states that
“those who indulge in sexual sin
— none of these will have a share
in the Kingdom of.God.” Thank
you Dr. Ford, but now I need
some advice from you regarding
some of the other specific laws in
the Bible, and how to deal with
them in this modern age:
1) When I burn a bull on

the altar as a sacrifice, I know it
creates a pleasing odour for the

Lord (Lev. 1:9). The problem is

I live in the dorms and the LGAs
won’t let me burn anything in my
room. Should I smite them?

2) I would like to sell

my daughter into slavery, as
sanctioned in Exodus 21:7. In
this day and age, what do you
think would be a fair price for
her?

3) I know that I am allowed
no contact with a woman while

she is in her period of menstrual
uncleanliness (Lev. 15:19-24).

The problem is, how do I tell?
I have tried asking, but most
women (even the hippie chicks
on the plaza) take offense.
4) Lev. 25:44 states that I

Wy

Am I morally obligates |.
him myself?
6) A friend of min~ '

that even though eating:'

wit

is an abomination (Lev \:
..,.
it is a lesser abomination .
homosexuality. I don’\ og
Can you settle this?
7) Lev. 21:20 states tno -

may not approach the a!
God if I have a defect in 1.

sight. I have to admit th ‘Wi

reading glasses. Does tly ....on

have to be 20/20, or is ‘’

some wiggle room herv ;
may indeed possess slaves, both
8) Most of my ma”
they
male and female, provided
get their hair trimmed. i... :...:...
are purchased from neighbouring
the hair around their tc7”"s
nations. A friend of mine claims
that this applies to Mexicans, but - even though this is exgrcy.:.
forbidden by Lev.19:27 "
-not Canadians. Can you clarify?
should they die?
Why can’t I own Canadians?
9) I know from {**
‘~ ~
5) I have a neighbour
that touching the skic ,. | 4...
who insists on working on the
pig makes me unclea(!, "
Sabbath. Exodus 35:2 clearly
see Pastor,

}- age

t he HSU Foundai:»)1!
n letter to to
S.H.L.T. member senmustdswe wait?ope
stall with all tobacco holdings, the HSU Foundatioa *~""
Is it the foundation’s intent

Dear Humboldt State University Foundation,
The Stop Humboldt’s Investments in Tobacco
Coalition call for the complete divesture of all tobacco
stock from the foundation’s investment portfolio remains
For two years students have persistently
the same.
requested that the foundation divest and declare a public
ban on any possible future acquisitions of tobacco stock.
For two years the HSU Foundation has been sluggish

to respond to student’s call for divestment.

How long

the hope that this issue will go away as students graduate
or continue to hot potato the issue until students forget
the entire matter. We think not. Don’t they know that
empowered students don’t die they multiply!
When given opportunity to be the first California
State University to join the ranks of other prestigious

universities such as Stanford, Harvard, the Universities of
California, Washington and Vermont who have divested

since then both Sacramento State Universiy

..

©

36

Pe
-petee

Francisco State University have made coms’
divest.

While procrastinating on the decision ws us. si che

value of tobacco stocks have decreased consi“
can only guess how much money the HSU tcv...... sto {
has lost the school thus far.
A relative story of a similar situation f.. .... the
seeS.H.f* ~* ,
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hihd Forestry Club hosted logging competition

and liked it,” said Julie Tankersley, cellular molecular biology. major.
Tankersley bucked a oS by hand in about a

HSU Student Vote Results :

minute.

Dendrology, more eamubbhly know as tree
identification,was another. area of competition,

Forestry Club members also cut donated
wood to sell as firewood to help create revenue

to fund their yearly competitions.
“All the professors know, and
much

have

we pretty

a regular clientele that buy

our

by Bob Todd

34), want designated
smoking areas

LUMBERJACK STAFF

If you are more of a spectator than an athlete,
but have an inner desire to compete with others and be part of a team, there may be a sport
that’s just right for you. Logging.
Over the weekend, the HSU Forestry club
hosted a daylong logging sports competition.
Teams from the Association of Western Forestry
Clubs and spectators gathered in Freshwater
Forest for a day of axe throwing, tree climbing,
and log bucking; better known to non-forestry majors as sawing wood by hand and with
chainsaws.
:
Another event offered was birling, more
commonly known as log rolling. The objective
is to dump the person at the other end of the
log in the pond before you fall in. It is great for
someone who does not mind the likelihood of

This od made poscthts by great 6 01-18603 whh the
(hima

swimming while fully dressed.
Despite the continual downpour of rain and
4 soggy conditions, the activities drew teams

from colleges as far away as the University of
Washington. The sporting event is open to any
student who would like to get involved.
“My boyfriend is on the logging forestry
team and told me to come out, so I came out

The wood is mostly provided by Simpson
Timber Company, one of the oldest surviving
original timber companies in the region.
Before Pat Callahan, a Forestry Club member, raced up a 50-foot redwood tree in about
nine seconds. He jokingly said, “You won't fall
very far.”
The objective is to climb up the tree using

climbing spikes, a waist belt and a safety line
and then to make a controlled descent.
There’s a lot more to cutting trees than meets
the eye, and at HSU you can learn all about it
through the Forestry Club and even earn two
different Master of Science in Natural Resources degrees, through the Department of Forestry
and Watershed Management..
HSU offers four bachelor of science degrees—
production management,
forest hydrology,

resource conservation and resource management.
HSU is one of three colleges in California
and among 35 colleges in the nation that is accredited by the Society of American Foresters,
and ranks among the top industry-recruited
universities.
Gifford Pinchot founded SAF in 1900. Pinchot is the controversial conservationist that
advocated balancing preservation with use of
renewable resources. Pinchot completed his
graduate studies in France at the National Forestry School.
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HSU Forestry Club member races against the clock in the bucking portion of the logging
sports competition.
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A logging competitor aims for the bull’seye in the axe throwing competition, on
Saturday in Fresh Water Forest..
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#12
Sosinski
a

ce

Shortstop

Second Base

Lacey Cope has started at second base for
the past four seasons at HSU. She is a career .968 fielder has only committed 30 errors in her 224 games. She

Kelly Sosinski has served as the starting
shortstop for the ‘Jacks for the past four seasons. In addition to being a starter she was voted team captain this season. She is the leader of
this legendary defensive team that is ranked no.
2 in the country. Sosinski has proved to be nearly impeccable on the defensive side of the field,
with a career Heine peee ns of .950. She has
also contributed with
her bat throughout her career
and is now second overall at HSU in sacrifices with
55. Kelly is a psychology major.

ae

aa

s
Brandi

|

has an explosive bat, which has landed her in HSUs
record books. She currently ranks fifth overall in career homeruns with 17, and has.a batting average
of .290. She has been recognized at the national level and earned second team All-America honors in
2002. This season she was elected to GNAC all-

conference first team and was also a GNAC
academic all-conference pick. Lacey is a
nursing major.
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ef Outfielder

Third Base

--» Teresa.

Brandi Cope has shown she has
talent. since her freshman year,
starting in 198 of 235; games in her

Bertocchi.

has been

a.

‘Jack for the past two seasons, |

r transferring from College
_-of the Redwoods.She has proven
to be one of the best hitters on

career. Cope is currently nineth in
ames played at HSU with 235,

.

she is nineth in homeruns with

|
_ eight, sixthin walks with 54

the team, batting’a
team high this
ook

“The four of them

have been instrumental
in paving the way to vic-

tory for us.

Iam going to

miss each of them. It is nice having players of
that caliber, it has been a pleasure.”
HEAD COACH

FRANK CHEEK
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As the new editor and managing editor of The _e

Letters to the Editor o
we

Somebody actually loves Sean Bohrman

would like to thank the editor whose spot we have come to fill.
Whether you knew him as J.T. Morgan or James Morgan or James
Whipkey-Morgan or if you don’t even know him at all, there is
something you should know.
James Morgan has probably logged more time inside of The

First off, I would like to thank Sean Bohrman for
his partial birth abortion article. It was informative
and enjoyable.
It was reminiscent of Frank Vella and the good
ol’ days of thé Lumberjack. But I am actually writing
to respond to the anti-Bohrman opinion articles sent
|i. in by the same ol’ readers sayin the same ol’ liberal

Lumberjack newsroom than anyone in HSU history. He has been a

sports writer, sports editor, production manager, photo editor, copy
chief and an online editor for the ‘Jack.
This year as editor he did not let up. He was in here late on
Monday nights and the first one here on Tuesday morning —usually
before 5 a.m. Not once did he complain or begin to show signs of
insanity. He did not even become a full-blown alcoholic — many
print journalists do — if you didn’t know.
What he did was give us a chance to run with the baton in a
situation that was at one time looking very grim. Now, we can focus
on the paper and that is all he wanted to do.
Thank you James Morgan!
James, we wish you the best of luck with whatever you decide

rhetoric.
There were six responses regarding Bohrman’s

article, seven if you count Heather Sundblad’s
blistering farewell rant as she departs after such an
illustrious tenure. They were all saying pretty much
the same thing - much like the Lumberjack, and the
same old shit you hear everyday on the quad. They
attack Bohrman as a chauvinist, sexist, misogynistic

MAN who has no right to speak on this issue other
than his first amendment right.
One writer even insinuated that Sean has had
a sex change. Others said he was off-base, not
informed, and was just spreading hate speech.
I think you all missed the point of his article.
His point was that partial birth abortion simply

to do. We know that you will excel wherever you go and you are

the person we see as most likely to line us up with jobs when we
graduate.

As the new editor and managing editor, Luis “Mad” Molina
and Matthew Mais would like to say “hello,” and we are looking
forward to putting out a Lumberjack shaped by our new editorial
board.

fascinates him. That’s

He did not have some underlying motive to
piss off women or divide the campus. He thought
other people who read the paper would be fascinated
by it too. I know lots of people, (myself included)
that read and enjoyed the article for what it was.
Something different.It seems that everytime I open
the Lumberjack I read the same old shit, the authors

change, but the message is the same. No War For
Oil! Embrace Diversity! Consume Less, Recycle
More! Blah Blah Blah.
The quad is no different, well, except for the
fact we can see the dreadlocks in person. There
are people on campus that feel differently. Yes,

Republicans, Conservatives, and Normal

People

who take classes and have jobs and don’t hang out
in the quad all day, but are actually doing something
to better this world, not just talk about it.
Sean Bohrman speaks for me, and lots of other
people I know, and I salute you. Your articles are
as refreshing as a mocha latte after a partial birth
abortion. Keep up the good work.
Michael Rupp
Arcata resident

all.

edition
the Pastor:’ The 2003
‘Ask
states he should be put to death.
Reading last week’s “Ask the

Our plans are to put together a paper that will let you know
what .is going on with the HSU administration, Arcata city
government and other news that will be useful. We will begin
accepting criticism immediately.

2) I would like to sell

Pastor” was very helpful. Dr. Ford,
the pastor at Arcata First Baptist
Church, kindly helped answer
the question of how to deal with

Luis Molina and Matthew Mais
editor-in-chief and managing editor
=]

the subject of pre-marital sexual

relations, whenever someone tries
to defend sex outside of marriage
I can simply remind them that I
Corintians 5:5-6 clearly states that
“those who indulge in sexual sin
— none of these will have a share
in the Kingdom of.God.” Thank
you Dr. Ford, but now I need
some advice from you regarding
some of the other specific'laws in
the Bible, and how to deal with

them in this modern age:
1) When I burn a bull on

the altar as a sacrifice, I know it
creates a pleasing odour for the

~ Lord (Lev. 1:9). The problem is
I live in the dgrms and the LGAs

won’t let me burn anything in my
room. Should I smite them?

my daughter into slavery, as
sanctioned in Exodus 21:7. In
this day and age, what do you
think would be a fair price for
her?

Am I morally obligated to kill
him myself?
6) A friend of mine feels

that even though eating shellfish
is an abomination (Lev. 11:10),
3) I know that I am allowed
it is a lesser abomination than
homosexuality. I don’t agree.
no contact with a woman while
she is in her period of menstrual ’ Can you settle this?
7) Lev. 21:20 states that I
uncleanliness (Lev. 15:19-24).
The problem is, how do I tell?
may not approach the altar of
I have tried asking, but most
God if I have a defect in my
women (even the hippie chicks
sight. I have to admit that I wear
reading glasses. Does my vision on the plaza) take offense.
4) Lev. 25:44 states that I
have to be 20/20, or is there
may indeed possess slaves, both
some wiggle room here?
male and female, provided they
8) Most of my male friends
are purchased from neighbouring
get their hair trimmed, including
nations. A friend of mine claims
the hair around their temples,
that this applies to Mexicans, but - even though this is expressly
not Canadians. Can you clarify?
forbidden by Lev.19:27. How
Why can’t I own Canadians?
should they die?
5) I have a neighbour
9) I know from Lev. 11:6-8
who insists on working on the
that touching the skin of a dead
Sabbath. Exodus 35:2 clearly
pig makes me unclean, but may
see Pastor, page 36

S. H. I. T. member sends open letter to the HSU Foundation
Dear Humboldt State University Foundation,
The Stop Humboldt’s Investments in Tobacco
Coalition call for the complete divesture of all tobacco
stock from the foundation’s investment portfolio remains
For two years students have persistently
the same.
requested that the foundation divest and declare a public
ban on any possible future acquisitions of tobacco stock.

For two years the HSU Foundation has been sluggish
to respond to student's call for divestment. How long

must we wait? Is it the foundation’s intent to stall with
the hope that this issue will go away as students graduate
or continue to hot potato the issue until students forget
the entire matter. We think not. Don’t they know that
empowered students don’t die they multiply!
When given opportunity to be the first California
State University to join the ranks of other prestigious
universities such as Stanford, Harvard, the Universities of
California, Washington and Vermont who have divested

all tobacco holdings, the HSU Foundatiog balked and
since then both Sacramento State University and San
Francisco State University have made commitments to
divest. While procrastinating on the decision to divest the

value of tobacco stocks have decreased considerably. We
can only guess how much money the HSU tobacco stock
has lost the school thus far.
A relative story of a similar situation may give the
er
ee

.
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Morgan moves on but gives his: last Stars to The Lumberjack
“eg
We
all
—~ move on, in
2
Our Own time.

=

I don’t know. And if the point is
to lessen crime, let’s start talking
about why we have this crime in

I walked
out on the

the first place.

balcony _ last

all I have ever had to give to a
newspaper. I have known for a long time
that I don’t like our government.
For me, I just like the
watchdog
aspect.
of
the
newspaper. I just want to make
Sure that our government stays
in check until the popular support
for a revolution becomes a reality.
And I want to do all I can to see
that day come.soon. I don’t have a
lot of skills. If you have ever read
what I write, you see I can’t do
that too well either.
not too,sure what
I am ly
Real
I can do at all. I can appreciate
beauty. And can do what I am
told. And I can offer help when I
have it to give.
I just stood there thinking,
letting the smoke slowly barrel
out of my nose. I took an old
used-up Bic lighter and popped

Truth

night and just
looked up at
the stars.
T he
Kings had made it to the next
round, always a good thing. I just
lit my match and thought about
the end of The Lumberjack for
me. But I didn’t waste much time
on it. I mean, it’s just the college
newspaper. And really, despite
what some people may say, |
really wasn’t very good at it.
I am a human being. And
folks, I am afraid that being a
human being just doesn’t allow
you to be a good journalist. I am
obsessed with my emotions and
experiences, and so little of what
we do here gets me any closer to
understanding. And I just can’t be
OK with being objective.
I don’t think we need to
talk about the sorrow in such an
impersonal way. I don’t care who
wins elections. I am not interested
in the private details about people

is,

those

stars

are

the top off an Eel River Amber.
I put the top in my pocket and

thought about this one cat who
told me to always keep the caps in

your pocket 'so, that you can keep
count and know when to stop.

The paper actually hurt me
more than it helped me. I have to
talk to people I wouldn’t normally
talk to, and I don’t like talking to
people too much at all — other
;
than a certain few.
In the time that I have been
on the paper, I have fought with

‘every woman

I have dated in

some way related to my jobs here.
Sometimes I give
it too much. Other
times I let the

negative
energy
I pull from it get

Me

lie down next to sometimes ... as
long as I know that I am growing

get anywhere that fast.
I would think that the point
of civilization would be to make
it easier for more people to
find what they want spiritually.
Getting somewhere fast doesn’t
get me anywhere spiritually. In
fact, it would be better to walk.
Have

you

ever

walked

to

school at 5 a.m.? The Arcata stars
are beautiful.
You see, all
I can give is my
willingness
to
do what has to
be done. And all
I can hope for
from it is that
rewarding sense
that I am. growing
spiritually
from it.
And that’s what I
want from life.
Jobs
don’t
matter.
Nothing
that
contributes
to this horribly flawed capitalistic
system can be good. I would be
just as happy if I lived on a ranch
and worked like a slave everyday,
as long as I was under the stars

te Frow

I just kind of
forward,
that

old creamery. I
thought
about
milk, and how
it’s. absurd that
we drink this fluid
that is meant for

.. as long as I have a woman to

I love horses. And I don’t need to

Goiw Sack

Out on to the ones
I love.
looked
toward

How did oil get to be so valuable?

by James Morgan

baby cows. I mean, we wouldn’t
do this to human women. And at
least that’s meant for humans.
I think we’ve taken the whole
civilization thing a little too far.

as a human being.

| am willing to do this
though: I am willing to participate
in that which I do not believe. But

it is not a fair trade. I am held
here, in limbo, because I seem to
think it’s the only way there is to
get what I want.

I wish there was change. |
wish things could be easier. I am
a simple man.
But alas, there is not. There
is, instead, people who are willing
to sacrifice what they believe in
for what they want. And they just
don’t seem to care about who they

hurt in the process.
‘So now what? I know I am
the problem. But I just think I am
too weak to do anything about it.
Like I said, I really can only do
the three things. And-you know, I
think I have reached the'end of the
help I can give in this capacity.
So I guess that I have to
move on.
But ... life moves on too.
Thanks all. Sorry, no point this
week.
see Morgan,
page 37

Fresh from Universe School, ‘The Master’ tells the real story
Of all the stories published
during my two semesters with
The Lumberjack, the single most
interesting story never saw print
- the conflict between student edi-

priately by those responsible for
The Lumberjack’s editorial con-

tent. As is, however, the decision
to oust him came from the outside; those from whom Lumberjack policy
is supposed
to protect.

tor and faculty advisor. The Lumberjack’s policy statement is clear.
All faculty are strictly prohibited,
unless invited by a student producer, from reviewing Lumberjack content prior to distribution.
No doubt to the pleasure of David
Carrington - a student who in a
letter published April 23 stated, “.
... No one’s making him shut up .
. .” - Mr. Morgan has been functionally silenced.
The Lumberjack policy state-

One

thing

I
learned
as a journalism student
here
is that the
antithesis
of the first
amend-

ment is the

ment also makes clear that only

exclusion

members of the editorial board
may have a regular opinion col-

of
ion

umn

to

and that the incoming

stu-

its

be-

ing voiced.

dent editor has the right to design
her/his own supporting board of
editors. By choosing another ap-

None-theless, I can
understand

plicant as editor, Luis Molina, and

visor _ this

semester.
During
this semester — her
first
and
now seemingly only
- she approached
the strictly
hands-off

advising
position as

if her duty
the departNolan O’Brien
was to inment’s poject a taste of reality into our less
sition. Mr: Morgan and his opinthan professional journalistic efions have become a central issue
forts.
of complaint among our readerShe went to great lengths to
ship — at least those who voice

requiring that Mr. Morgan not be
a member of Mr. Molina or any

other applicant’s editorial board,

the journalism department has effectively revoked Mr. Morgan’s
voice. This reeks of censorship.

themselves by writing letters for

If Mr. Molina had opted to
choose another student in lieu of
Mr. Morgan, then the decision

publication. However, this coup
d’etat is based on grounds broader than those pertaining to flack
earned from what we publish.

to exclude his voice would have

been an internal one made approy

—opinprior

There has been a significant effort to fire Mr. Morgan since early this semester and I have heard
grapevine threats of his possible
expulsion. These efforts were in
response to
his interactions with
Mary Hill,
The Lumberjack’s
faculty ad-

.

tell us that our efforts are indeed

unprofessional. Ms. Hill was the
type of advisor who demanded

that her students refer to her as
“Professor Hill. It is important to

note that the word professor is
capitalized only when speaking
of the professionally recognized,
proper-noun title earned through

from pursuing directly. Mr. Morgan represented The Lumberjack
of old. One touting complete and
unchallenged student control;
an extensive departmental confreedom of voice no matter how
sideration process. .
skewed or incomplete. The LumMs. Hill is not a Professor.
berjack of new will no doubt be
[ just hopé that she ‘doesn’t ~ * tetrific, “possibly ever of professtart calling herself Master Hill. 1 sional ‘quality. ' e blood will be
didn’t go to Universe School for
fresh with both the editorial board
nothing. None-the-less, Ms. Hill
and the faculty. advisor altered.
had powerful presence and the All new parties are talented and
confidence she exuded was both
the editorial board is bléssed with
repulsive and captivating.
a depth missed this semester on
Those who were able to deal
the copy desk.
with her method of critique
In the midst of chaos, marlearned a lot. The situation came tial law must sometimes be em-

to a head during an in-class headto-head yelling match between
the two. The department sided
with their faculty member — it
is harder, after all, to replace a
teacher than a student.

After reading his apology to
the class, as asked by the department, and never hearing any ad-

ployed. In this case it was, and
‘perhaps for the better of our
school newspaper. Censorship
usually sucks though and T hopé
that this episode doesn’t turn into
a precedent for future departmental control over editofial matters.

All said and done, I realize that
my

time

here

have

Hill, Mr. Morgan opted to discontinue attending classes and some
of his supporting editors followed
his example.

independence as | will ever enjoy
as a journalist and | look forward
to the guest column that I expect
will come from Mr. Morgan next

Others

even

threatened

to

as much

likely

mission of misconduct from Ms.

leave their editorial positions if
Mr. Morgan was fired. Ms. Hill
represented change. Her. confidence rested in hands-on editing,
the one duty she was prohibited

lent me

will most

editorial

semester.

Nolan O’Brien was the Managing Editor for The Lumerjack
this semester and really did graduate from Universe School.
Cove

rtana

.
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OPINION”
Brush with death clari iHies
Life can change in the blink
of an eye. Isn’t that the age-old
saying?
Well,

if it never

rang

true

before, it surely does now.
Always
leave
those
you
love with kind words and never
hesitate to tell them you love
them, for you never know when
or if you may see them again.

For the past few weeks |
have been feverishly trying to
. find a job so when I graduate |
can go straight to work. I have

thought of little else besides that
and graduation. I was promptly
yanked back to reality this past
weekend when my father suffered
a severe heart attack while |
was at home in Brookings, Ore.,

friends. This meant that my father
would be home alone doing stuff
life with, that person would have
. around the house and enjoying his
to be like my father.
retirement.
One thing I have learned in
Had our plans not changed,
my life is that family and the love
my father would have died.
that comes with it is the only thing
He voiced concerns that he
that you take with you wherever
'was not feeling well
you go. Money,
Er
when
my _ mother
material —_ things

|went

and.
can
but
with

_— popularity
all disappear,
family stays
you.
While
I
almost
lost my

was

just

not

his

time.
The

chain

did

everything

we

u"d ‘© Keep him
By Heather Sundblad— /°
awake and breathing

home that weekend saved his life.

hand should they also need help.
If there was ever someone I

early

‘hardly speak and we

Time Out

As an adult, I have always
been close to my parents and
always will,be. My father is one
of the most loving, intelligent and

never hesitates to give someone a

bed

As he got up, he
reek back to the bed
|and was completely
immobile.
He had
| turned grey and could

of events

He:has always been there for
me whenever I needed help and

to

Saturday morning. |

father, | somehow
knew. later that it

that caused

us. to be.

Literally.

until the ambulance arrived at the
house. He is 57 years old.

All I can do is thank God
for being there and helping us

This
particular weekend,
I was not going. to be up in

through it all.

Brookings
working
on
my
project. As well, my mother and

Later, as I sat in the hospital
in Medford, Ore., waiting to hear

grandmother, who had come to
visit for my graduation in two
weeks, were going to travel up

how he was doing, I realized
that I was not ready to lose my

to Florence,

Ore.,

to see

some

Myfednesday,

.

Mey,

7, 2003,

:

parents.
I had never Hawiahe about the

fact that everyone is getting older
and these things do happen.
We are all aware that no one
lives forever and we. all have to

get used to that fact. But, to be
57 years old and potentially die of

nurses. and doctors who were
and
informative
attentive,
compassionate with us as we
came in and out to visit my father.
I also thank everyone who helped

at home and said a little prayer

a heart attack is a scary thought,
One that I’m sure my father
did not see coming. | certainly
didn’t.

for us.

[also realized that everything
else is unimportant in the larger

graduation.

scheme of things. I forgot about

the lack of jobs, the impending
move I was about to make, the
joyous occasion of graduation

coming in two weeks and the
other petty things that makes up
any day in someone’s life.
The only thing of importance
was and is my father’s recovery

and his coming home. Everything
else will come with time and
patience. I have realized this the
hard way.
Enjoy life now. You never
know when life will change in an
instant, potentially leaving you
with great loss.
As I sit here now, I am
grateful for all the wonderful

He will be home relaxing by
the time this is printed and will
be able to come down for, my
I cannot, and try not to, think
about him almost not being there,
for we all worked hard to see me
graduate from college.
Without my family, | think
I would probably be lost and
unhappily living through life. |
know I would have never gone
back to school without their
support.
Thank you, dad and mom,
for all your support and love that
enabled me to go back to college
and now, to graduate.
Heather

the Opinion

Sundblad

was

editor and wishes

Sean all the best in his new role

as Opinion
semester.

editor for the Fall

It's not about football, it’s about the lessons you learn
Looking

back
on
my
college
experience,
I can’t help
. but wonder
. what if? I
mentioned
how I’ve been to four colleges in
five years; so quite naturally, I’ve

had 16 ‘make some decisions that
have led’ mé to where I am today.
Out of high school I went
to school in Utah, followed by
a short stint at a pair of junior
colleges.
Leaving Utah after two years,

had to be one of the most difficult
things I’ve ever had to do. I had
made some close friends and was
starting to do well academically
and athletically. I was performing
well in the weight room and I had
earned the respect of my peers
on the football field, which as a
walk-on is not an easy task. And
then I had to start over. Anytime
‘you leave a place where you have
already established a reputation,
and developed relationships, it’s
difficult to make a fresh start.
But athletics helped make the
transition as smooth as possible.
While athletics is a give and
take relationship, the benefits
far outweigh the shortcomings.
Athletes give time and effort and
in return take away life lessons
they
couldn’t
have
learned
anywhere else.

I prefer to take a businesslike approach to it. The reason
I’ve always taken athletics so
seriously is because I understand
that jobs are at stake. After
watching some of my old coaches
have to pack up and leave town
after losing their jobs, my outlook
on college sports changed. It’s
difficult to instantly sever a
relationship you've developed

with a person and their family,
but

that’s

a reality

that

many

student-

athletes
face.
It’s
not fair, but neither
is life.
From
that,
I
learned how serious
college
athletics
were because of that; !~
I’ ve taken everything

in life seriously.
There

is

however,

deal

a great

mine does. Whether it is athletics,
student government, or campus
clubs, there are many ways for
students to get involved.
Not only does involvement
in extra curricular activities
look good on an résumé, but
they are also a chance to make
a difference. As students, we do
a lot of bitching and complaining

this? Listen to someone who
has been up that smelly creek:
Take advantage of your time in
college. Get involved in activities
that can help you advance in your
career path and talk to people
who have been down the road
you’re traveling. You don’t have
to listen to them, but it is wise to
pick their brains to see how they
made it. We’re adults, so make a

You don’t want to go
through . school
and _ have
nothing to show for it but a
degree and no experience, do
you? Be here, make a difference
and make HSU the place you
want it to be.
Gabriel Jackson was the
Sports editor for The Lumberjack
this semester and wants to see
more people live up to their
‘

about how

decision.

potential.

revolves

The Football

around

to in

from athletics.
I can’t tell people enough
how athletics has helped me
in my life. It has provided the

focus, structure, discipline and
the leadership skills I don’t
think I could have obtained from
doing something else. I’m not
saying that every student should
participate in athletics, but I am
saying that every student should
find an extra curricular activity
that’ you can learn these skills
from. I’m not self centered
enough to believe that the world

athletics,

but

bad we have it, but
We
never
take
it

upon ourselves to do
+] something about it.

Pastor: Here’s a few questions

e continued from page 34

1 still play football if I wear
ordinary people but | gloves?
10) My uncle has a farm.
we all have the ability
He violates Lev. 19:19 by
# to ‘do extraordinary
planting two different crops in
things. So why don’t
the same field, as does his wife
we do it?
by wearing garments made of
My
father
two different kinds of thread
always told me there
(cotton/polyester blend). He also
is no substitute . for
tends to curse and blaspheme
bought knowledge and over the
a lot. Is it really necessary
past five years I’ve bought a lot
that we go to all the trouble of
of knowledge. To me, life is a big
getting all of Arcata together
classroom where you’re forced
to stone them(remember, when
to learn everyday. I’ve learned a
the old testement says “stoned”
great deal from hanging around
it’s different than when we in
older people and listening to
Arcata say “stoned”)? (Lev.24:
stories, even though some of those
10-16) Couldn’t we just burn
stories you’ve got to decipher the
them
to death at a private family
truth from myth.
affair like we do ‘with people
In my opinion, that’s where
who sleep with their in-laws?
most young adults my age steer
.

4

lewnhes

what's imhportant irin life to @ditor |

met and thought about having ‘a

working on my senior project.

~ honest people I know.

—

We

are

all

themselves wrong, thinking we
know it all and not listening to
their peers, let alone an elder.
So where am I going with

(Lev. 20:14)

I know you have studied
these things extensively, so I am
confident you can help. Thank

you again for reminding us
that God’s word is eternal and
unchanging.
Your devoted disciple and
adoring fan,
Todd Fischer
computer science sophomore
P.S.While most of this
letter came from one circulated
on the internet a few years
ago, it seems that some people
(including Dr. Ford) haven’t
seen it yet. I wish those, like
him, who tried to force there
morality on others would take
a minute and realize that the
lessons of the old testement are
for individual interpretation,
and should not be quoted as the
“word of God”, unless of course
he really does believe my uncle
should be stoned to death for
failing to practice proper crop
rotation.

( Wil
,

. a y

May 7, 2003
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dial

De

et

an: Star burns. out Adviser
Mor.
-contindedfr
Special

wee, Pn

Carol, Courtney, Max,
Grandma, Manny, Jim,

Pat,

Billie,
Pieter,

Ashley,
Lisa, Thom,
Laura,
Anthony, Reichel, all of my
roommates, and Mr. Owens.
LJ Folk: I can't go on
forever. But ... Jerry, Pam, Jenny,
Mais, Crawford, Nolan, Nathan.
Really, though, all of you.

Even more special props:
Bonny and Holly, because both of

you have put up with me.

James Morgan is no longer

shit to The Lumberjack,
think

he’s feeling

pretty

and J
good

knowing that it is no longer shit
to him either.

S.H.I.T.: Divest in tobacco
econtinued from page 34

Foundation some
insight on
what further delays for tobacco
divestment may mean:

Faced with the decision to
divest its tobacco holdings a
couple years ago, the Alameda
County Employees Retirement
Association (ACERA) decided to
punt. Instead of divestment, the
county’s pension fund adopted
a non-tobacco preference policy
for néw investments.
Keeping
tobacco investments has proven
costly to the county employees’
retirement fund and severely
burdens taxpayers by tobacco’s
impact on public health.
Current market indications
show tobacco to be a_ bad

investment.

Analysts

see

troubling signs for the United
States tobacco industry with
endless court cases, government
regulations, rising taxes and
falling
sales
of
profitable
premium brands. It’s a bad time
to invest in tobacco, but a very

good time to divest.
Shares in Altria, formerly
known as Philip Morris, have lost
nearly half their value since June
2002 and hover at a two-year low.
RJ Reynolds has lost 55% of its
share value since last June and
remains near its one-year low.
Last month, the tobacco
industry was rocked when Illingis
Circuit Court Judge Byron’s
issued a $10.1 billion judgment
against Philip Morris USA for
deceptive marketing of “light”
Cigarettes. Judge Byron ordered
the company to post $12 billion
to appeal.

Altria claimed that it could

not post this bond and informed
the state’s Attorneys General that
it may not meet the$2.5 billion
April 15" payment required by
the Master Settlement Agreement.
Thirty-seven Attorneys General
contacted
the
Illinois
court
fearing the end of settlement
money that states are relying on
to help balance their budgets.
Standard & Poor's (S&P)

issued bankruptcy

warnings

to

Philip Morris USA and warned
that Altria’s credit rating may

be cut to “junk” due to the bond
Controversy.
RJ Reynolds has

a similar “light” cigarette case
pending before the same court.
States, including California,
Postponed
sales of tobacco
settlement bonds due to growing
Costs associated with turmoil
in the tobacco bond market.
On April 9", S&P cut Alltria’s
credit rating two notches citing
“increased levels of risk in the US
_ Cigarette industry.”
During bad economic times,

investors flocked to products like
tobacco.
The theory was. that
people would smoke regardless
of the economy.
But people
are smoking less, switching to
competitors’
discount
brands
and fleeing tobacco’s profitable
premium cigarettes.
Tobacco also extracts social
costs.
In thirty years, tobacco
is expected to be the leading
cause of death worldwide and
continues to burden our limited
public health resources. In 1999,
tobacco use resulted in $15.8
billion in public health costs
for California while tobacco
tax
revenues
barely
exceed
$1 billion. As the protectors
for the endowment of a public
institution, the HSU Foundation
should not be invested in an

industry that creates tremendous
public health costs at the expense
of the taxpayers.
Tobacco divestment is a
win-win
proposition for the
HSU Foundation and University.

Given the “increased level of
risk” in Big Tobacco, divestment
is a_ fiscally sound decision.
Divestment also removes the

responsibility associated with
tobacco investments’ affect cn
our diminishing public health
resources.
As the HSU Foundation
ponders the decision to divest,
the S.H.LT. Coalition asks the
boards’ members to do the right
thing and divest in light of the
current moral and financial status
of the tobacco industry.
Humboldt State University
should be the next California
State University to divest.
Jacqueline Aboulafia
Philosophy Senior

S.H.LT. Coalition Member

|
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looks ahead to the fall
if?

A coil ege newspapér adviser » ‘ de

labors in respectful anonymity,
like a good headline writer. And
frankly, that’s as it should be.

onstrate to the students that

what they do at the paper is
important and vital to the entire
community. The work at The
The Lumberjack is a student-run
Lumberjack must go beyond petty
operation.
squabbles or ego.
It is a publication where each
learning
the
Sometimes
week key members of the campus
experience
even
includes
community get to air their news
allowing students to fail, just so
and views,
they can discover that what they
The adviser’s job is a tough
do in print has consequences.
one. One hasto truly advise
That’s the toughest part of
without
commanding,
while
shepherding
new
journalists
informing students each week
through this wonderful business.
about possible problem areas. The
At times I feel like a guardian,
adviser has to set the professional
who has to watch a child undergo
tone of the paper by helping. a painful operation. But I’m
students see that their words and
always hopeful that.the procedure
deeds in print have an impact on
will be a success in the end.
the community that “ serve.
With no offense intended to
The
adviser
my hard-working colleagues, - I

would like to state that the news.
columns are more important than
any term paper. The Lumberjackis
for public consumption. So, each
week members of the community
Can criticize, praise or condemn
what is in the paper. And that’s as

it should be, also.

This
column
has _ been
intended to describe the important
roles of the newspaper, the adviser
and the campus community.
As you can see, we all have an
investment in the success of the
paper.
And with that it is my great
pleasure to introduce the Fall
2003 staff of The Lumberjack.
Good luck guys and gals!
Make us proud!

First column remembers and predicts

Before I begin my career
learned from it and gained an‘ appreciation because .
as The Lumberjack'’s Opinion
of it. I will be constantly looking back to your work
sailie I’ve got to pay respects to from this semester to help me guide my pages next
L those who were here before me.
semester. Thank you, Heather.
To James and Nolan: You
And to Professor Hill: I remember my first day
fF, two set a standard for future
in your class last semester; I showed up late and
7, editors to live up to by staying tried to suave my way into class and ask for the
true to your beliefs and standing . assignment. I left that day and said, “Thanks, Mary.”
-. up for them throughout your
Immediately you checked me, “That’s Professor
guys’ reign. James, I'll always
Hill, sir.” From that moment on I knew that you
remember you coming in to the newsroom looking -were business in the classroom and I’ve learned
like a bum, then getting on the computer and blazing
from you ever since. You are an amazing woman
through whatever needed to be done. Nolan, you can
Professor and I hope you do read The Lumberjack
do your cross-legged_
sit in any conversation and
next semester...
still get your point across without cramping up. Do
Now, for my other opinion, the Lakers.
I have to cross-leg it, too if I want to go to Universe
The Lakers are going to win a fourth straight.
School?
Forget your Pat Riley memories and patent fourTo Hazel, my Super Editor: You managed to
peat already. Shaquille is the most unfair force to
put out a great section every week even though you
hit the court since Kareem got the dunk outlawed in
didn’t get stories from your writers (especially me)
college. “He distorts the game,” is what Bill Walton
until the last minute and sometimes not at all. You
said about him this season. I know Bill loves Shaq,
are one of the most dedicated staff members I’ve
but he’s right. They instated the zone for him and he
seen. Sometimes I would be leaving the newsroom, , Still gets 27 a night and 20+ rebounds per game in
at 9 or 10 p.m. and you would just be getting there!
the playoffs. Duncan’s frail ass and Robinson’ s old
I wish you the best after graduation.
ass won't have any more effect.on Shaq than they
To Gabe: Remember the tribute aticle you
did last year around second-round-loss time.
assigned me (March 5 issue)? You're the Man of the
And remember that Kobe guy? I hear he’s pretty
Year for doing that. Oh wait, you really are the Man
good. He proved he can take over games when the .
of the Year for HSU, but that’s for different reasons.
Big Aristotle’s not in when he had his 13-game 551
I hope Cam can live up to the #1 jersey next year that
point run this year. Wow! 42 ppg is OK huh?-Aside
you owned last season.
from that, he’s clutch. He hits GWs for fun, and hits
To Mr. Owens: I’m fortunate to have heard the
them regularly. He sandbags until the end of the
sermons of Ben Harper from you. I don’t know how
game to.do it sometimes. You've heard it a million I managed to live this long without hearing the word
times;-as long as Shaq and Kobe are on the same
from him. You were always upstairs ready to crack
team, the two best players in the league, the general.
a joke and talk music with me, I hope I can find
and gunnery sergeant, they will not lose 4 of 7.
someone to do that with next semester. P.S. Who
Oh, I forgot about Sactown - who also doesn’t

twists up your hair? I’m trying to get mine done.

have a clutch shooter. Webber?! Made one GW this

. To Diana: We are lost without. your expertise
and utter mastery of the photo department and I am
terribly lost without your clip art guidance. I feel
like I’m getting the short end of the stick because
this was my first semester on The Lumberjack and
your last. We would have had good times together
if you stayed.
To Heather: Ms. Seattle Mariners herself~- good
luck to you guys this year (keep Mike Cameron as
long as you can). I hope you get to go see a game at

year and that was a fluke 3-pointer (he made 5 three’s
all season). He made one other GW’ing circus shot
a few years ago. Not clutch. Pedrag? Airball? Last
year against LA...I remember that, I’m sure you Sac
fans do too. Sorry Sac.
And what about our slow start? LA has played
4 seasons in the last 3 years and still reamined the

Safeco this season. I’m sorry to hear that your father
suffered a heart attack this weekend but it’s great
that he survived and it is a blessing that you have

team to be beat in the dominating West. Sure LA
takes games off. Theyre tired, they’re worn. They
will still beat you any night they want to.
. Sean Quincey is the new Opinion editor for The
Lumberjack and will argue til the cows come home
with any ——
fan.
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Campus Earth First!
ad E BD * ES DAY

7

Faculty Artist Series

‘Will hold a Forest Summit at noon in the Green and Gold Room,
Founder’s Hall.
|

:

Cindy Moyer, performing on the violin, at the Fulkerson Recital

Third Annual Children’s Discovery Fair

Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets $8/general, $3/students & seniors.
|

"Presented by Environniental Education at the Redwood Park from
1-4 p.m. Featuring “The Lorax” at 2:30 p.m. Live music/drum circle, forest walks, games and activities, community speakers, and

Forum

- To discuss options of HSU’s Behavioral and Social Science

more.

Building, in the Kate Buchanan Room, 9-11 a.m.

THURSDAY

SUNDAY

Chamber Ensemble
Woodwind Studio Recital
Presented by the HSU Music Department FREE, 3pm at FRH

The Academy of Saint Martins in the Fields, $30 adults, $25
sen/child,

$15 HSU students in theVan Duzer Theater, 8 p.m.

Piano Studio Recital
Guitar Studio Recital

HSU Music Department, 8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital Hall. FREE.

Presented by the HSU Music Department. Show starts at 8:15
p.m. in the Fulkerson Recital Hall.
|

MONDAY

Project Poi

Composition Studio Recital

An Evening of Dance and Spin Center Activities Poi Dance Class
with Arcata Rumba Collective & DJ KhI 7:45 pm, Kate Buchanan

|

Presented by HSU Music Department at 8 p.m. in Fulkerson

Recital Hall. FREE.

Room. FREE for all.

apy Ne

12

9

Improv Class
The Harold, a long form improv class, based on the techniques of

Percussion Ensemble/Calypso Band

Second City and Improv Olympic in Chicago. In the Agate Beach

| iy SU Music Department, $6 gen, $2 sen, HSU
e m. in the — Van Duzer Theatre. Tickets

‘ Room, Jolly Giant Commons, 7-10 p.m.

TUESDAY

i

String Studio Recital- Micahel Nakashima

The Prids

HSU Music Department, FREE, 5 p.m. FRH.

Perform with The Sleeze and Bap Attack at Saffire Rose, Rureks

$4, 9 p.m.

10

SATURDAY

Senior Recital- Micahel Nakashima, composition
HSU Music Department, FREE 8 p.m. FRH.

n
Got An Eve
$ to Holly Hansen at

Bitch and Animal
Performs in the Kate Buchanan Room $10 in advance $12 at the
_ door. Tickets available at the HSU Women’s Center, House 55,
and at The Metro in Arcata. Doors open at 7:30, show starts at 8

p.m.

PMIAM Jazz Band
An HSU Music Department show
$6 gen, $2 sen, HSU students FREE. 83p. m. JVD.
“
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30 years

FOR RENT
TOWNHOMES

Walking distance to HSU. Applications are now being taken for one-, two- and threebedroom
townhomes _ that
will be coming available June
1, 2003. Range, refrigerator,
micro and dishwashers. Garages and two full baths with

one-year lease required. For
More information or an application, call 822-4326.

ARCATA RENTAL Housing
McKinleyville, too! Two-bedroom apartments, four- and
six-bedroom houses. Call Rog-

Pick up applications at A.S.
office or call 826-4221 for info.

OPPORTUNITIES

ART STUDENTS installed
39 pink ceramic rabbits on
the steps of the Art Building
over the weekend of April 13
as part of the annual “Sculpture Walk.” Unfortunately, 30

of those rabbits were taken
and are now missing. The loss

of the rabbits represents over

a semester's worth of work. If
anybody has seen any of these

rabbits, please return them to
the Art dept. or to campus po-

lice. No questions asked!

eee

USE

Do envi-

‘EM

OR

© Poi dancing is
2 a ball-swinging dance
7

form originally from

Ge New Zealand. Come
© and enjoy this beautiful
| form of dance as well

=

LOSE “EM!

as live music performed
=@ by local artisits! FREE!

Spend your points on good
stuff at Los Bagels. This ad

worth 50% off one pastry or
cookie. Depot only. -

.

at ply7001@humboldt.edu.

SERVICES

:

} $15 to Stn

aon by 5/10

| MONSTERT RAK Fie s08ds
and come to presentation

I WILL

MARRY

YOU

Li-

censed
nondenominational
minister available to perform

Search for jobs

weddings. Call 839-7677.

Sign up on the Jos Skits List

See a career professional
Work on your resume
pe Fi) sa Ld,

SEA BREEZE Cleaning Co.
Residential ¢ Rentals © Offices @ Insured ¢ Bonded

¢ 25 yrs

aesb)

eee

Bo1

|

fae

exp. Call Nancy for details. C.
845-6303 Office 825-6928.

i

Conte

tion only.

r,

eed
+)

te

IPeeee HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
)
NHW 130
TEL 826-3341

ad worth 10
t off any
T-shirt or mug. Depot loca-

Ped

Ge
,

Los Bagels at The Depot. This

Career Center

REGISTER.

=

WWel.are

HOURS Mon-Fri 8-5

TOYOTA

§

SEARCH.

veg

_www.humboldt.edu/~career

<>

«—

* Brakes
(free inspection & estimate)

REFURBISHED 27 IN. TVs
$120, 20 in. TVs $65, Monitors

$65, Computer Systems $150$250, Printers $35, Microwaves
$45. Warranties.
317 W. 7th St..

across from Eureka
Outlet. 441-0700. Hrs. M-F 11

a.m. - 6 p.m., Sat. 12-5 p.m.

1990 FORD TAURUS Station
Wagon. 108,000 miles — auto

transmission,

power

WANTED |
TIN CAN MAILMAN buys

36 MPG, service history incl.

1985

VW

GOLF

Gd.

$1,500 obo. 707-441-3868.

.

door

locks, powrer windows, power driver's seat, air bag for

driver, roof rack — good condition. $1,950. Call 822-2824.

books, including textbooks,
daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

WORK!

ronmental work in an international campus in CA! Tasks
include: create and develop a

eee

LOST/FOUND _

1-800-293-

committee members 2003-04.

EARTH

Ee

Wilderness/

ference, study and research
Gaia: our living planet. Be
part of the first GAIA team
starting June 1 (also Aug
2003). 3/4 months program/
activity. $500 program fee.
Are you ready to work hard
and together in an International environment?
Contact: gaia@cctg.org <mail to:
info@cctg.org> Phone: 530467-4082. www.cctg.org.

A.S. PRESENTS is currently
‘accepting
for
applicatons

ae

housing.

positions.

Shasta

Trinity Alps area, lead a Science and Adventure’ Con-

TRAINEES

3985 ext. 263. |

er’s Rentals 822-8039, Online . GOT POINTS? Use ‘em up at

for location, floorplans and
photos RogersRentals.com/

WANTED

the

cond,

REDWOOD
IVE

AUTOMOT

* Electrical Repairs

er

40

three-bedroom

at (H) 442-3050 or e-mail me

in

- Preventive Maintenance & Tune-vps

Sd00dS>NWSSIN

and

Local

(FERPing),

call home. Please call Pamela

GAIA park, live and explore

needed. $250 a day potential.

LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT TENANT? I'm looking for a small house, cottage, mother-in-law unit or
cozy apartment to rent. I have
been employed at HSU for the
past seven years and livin
in Eureka. My twin 18 yearold daughters are graduating
from Arcata High School in
June and they are both leaving the nest. I would love to
find my own place in Arcata to

responsible for the validity of
any offers advertised.

units. Coin-operated laundry
on site. Some off-street parking. References, deposit and

at HSU

‘|

BARTENDER

nonsmokers, have no pets or
kids. Call collect 208-558-7425,

The Lumberjack is riot

all two-

HELP

PROFESSOR (WIFE) SEEK
to rent or sub-lease small house
or apt. for Fall Semester only.

the company.

ARCATA

rs

an

* Cooling Systems
* Clutches »: Engine Overhauls

822-3770

513

J

Street,

Arcata

e

J

Just north

of Café Mokka=
weyenof

*
5
Brought

eRemene

to
—

cs

d

card number over the phone,
you may want-to contact the
local Better Business Bureau
to verify the authenticity of

Comer o

H. Friendly staff, wonderful
books. Since 1972, 822-1307.

Before responding to advertisements requesting money
to be sent or giving a credit

www.mergemedia.org
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Sunday - Thursday

ANB

noontollem

Py)

TUBS
|

=

Fri& day
Saturday

/

ontolam —

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS
corner

Sth &

J. Arcata

©

822 2228

& HOLIDAYS

reservations

